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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research is to identify the elements of a podcast production that foster and
facilitate audience gratifications. The Uses and Gratifications Theory posits that consumers of
media seek out desired content to fulfill their needs or gratifications. This qualitative media
content analysis researches gratifications derived from sports podcast consumption by analyzing
fifteen podcasts in three different categories: high-ranking, medium-ranking, and low-ranking.
Through the qualitative content analysis of over 54 hours of podcast content, the emergence of
four structural content elements that seem to foster and facilitate audience gratifications were
identified. The implications of the findings of this research promote practical measures that can
be taken to enhance podcast production, as well as advance the utility and application of the Uses
and Gratification Theory in communications research.

Keywords: podcasting, audience, gratifications, content structures
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Chapter 1

This research diagnoses how podcasts can be structured in a manner where content can
translate to achieving audience gratifications, ultimately leading to sustained or increased
consumption. Podcasting as a medium offers a unique opportunity to analyze these gratification
effects because the core assumptions of the Uses and Gratifications Theory lend themselves to
podcasting, specifically. Podcasts are a form of media that an individual must seek out to
consume.
This chapter introduces the topic of sports podcast consumption by including an overview
of the study, providing relevant background information, research assumptions, the statement of
the problem, its significance, and the research purpose. Research questions will also be
established. Definitions of relevant terms will be presented as well.
Background
Podcasting is a term that originated after the concept of audio-blogging grew in
popularity thanks to Apple. Apple helped mainstream the medium on their devices, which lent
itself to the medium known today. Pod references the iPod, while cast is a suffix short for
broadcasting (Samuel-Azran et al., 2019). The medium began and proliferated with the promise
that it could be used as a means to freely distribute work, democratizing the media process
(Berry, 2016). However, the medium really came of age in 2005, which Bowers (2005) dubbed
the year of the podcast. Although there would be questions such as “is this a medium for the
untalented?”; “Is this a medium for undiscovered talent?”; and “How much does this threaten
traditional broadcasting?”, the medium would continue to grow to a place of sustainability.
Less than a decade later, the medium's refining process and growing pains seem to be
behind it. Primarily considered a niche medium, podcasting has settled in the mainstream. Roose
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(2014) explained that the medium was not just experiencing a renaissance but that it could be
experiencing its Golden Age. The attribution of this success is because, in 2014, the podcasting
medium exceeded 1 billion total subscriptions (Kang, 2014).
Podcast Consumption: Smartphones
The transition to smartphone consumption removed many of the previously inherent
problems accessing and engaging with podcasts (Berry, 2006). Wade and Patterson (2015)
maintain this idea by discussing how mobile applications were instrumental in removing added
barriers and providing an opportunity to share the media directly or via social media. This feature
allowed the medium to gain popularity, as well as build loyalty through quick accessibility.
Podcasting has demonstrated an ability to blur previous distinctions. The line between
podcasts and on-demand audio is one example, as podcasting connects listeners to audio content
created by radio stations or television shows (Sullivan, 2019). Another example is the type of
content produced and whether it comes from professionals or amateurs (Berry, 2016). Podcasting
has been an extremely flexible and durable medium, offering many different options, general and
obscure. This research investigates a specific genre to help understand audience preference based
on gratifications received from consumption.
Sports Podcasts
The specific genre analyzed through this research is the Sport genre. Sport is a general
podcasting category that produces continual interest with the variety of sports being played and
discussed throughout the year. The sport genre is relevant throughout the calendar year because
both major and amateur sports in the United States provide live sporting content annually. These
sports include major professional leagues, such as the National Football League, Major League
Baseball, the National Basketball Association, and the National Hockey League. Popular
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amateur sports are played at the collegiate level, which include college football and college
basketball. While Chapter Three will provide an expanded discussion related to this study’s
methodology, a content analysis of multiple episodes of several top-rated sports podcasts will be
used to identify which gratifications translate to sports podcast audiences.
Selected Sports Podcasts
Given the vast range of sports podcasts that might be analyzed, this study has selected
fifteen sports podcasts based on a range of criteria. These criteria are based on Apple Podcast
rankings within the sport genre. The following fifteen podcasts were analyzed because they are
ultimately compared to each other in three different categories based on popularity rankings
within the Apple Podcasts charts. There are approximately 200 sports podcasts that are available
to view in the Apple Podcast rankings. The five podcasts that are considered highly rated are
routinely ranked in the top ten. The five podcasts that receive a medium rating are ranked
between 95-105. The last five podcasts are ranked in the 190-200 range.
Highly Rated Sports Podcasts
Pardon My Take. Pardon My Take is a sports podcast produced by the sports media company,
Barstool Sports. This podcast is consistently the number one ranked sports podcast in the
United States (Barstool Sports, 2021). It is released three times during the week (typically
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) and is predominantly hosted by sports personalities
Barstool Big Cat and PFT Commenter. These are the popular monikers of the hosts, Dan
Katz and Eric Sollenberger. They adopted their names because that is what they are
known as within Barstool Sports as entertainment personalities. Pardon My Take rose to
popularity due to its satirical style, often subtly mocking popular shows on ESPN, such as
First Take with Stephen A Smith and Pardon The Interruption with Tony Kornheiser and
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Michael Wilbon. It began as a project by Barstool Sports bloggers, but the audience took
to its lack of professional refinement. Its often comedic tone and sense of humor is a
distinct characteristic within this genre. This is important to consider as the production
and tone of the podcast can provide feedback from certain gratifications, such as
escapism and entertainment.
The Dan Le Batard Show with Stugotz. The Dan Le Batard Show with Stugotz is a
syndicated sports talk show based out of Miami, Florida. This syndication aspect of the
show is unique, as it means that it is distributed simultaneously to other platforms when it
is aired live. The two hosts are Dan Le Batard and Jon “Stugotz” Weiner. It is a sports
talk show on many ESPN radio affiliates, while it has been simulcast in previous years by
ESPN. The theme of this podcast is breaking down the sports stories of the day and
discussing their own personal thoughts on each sports story. Like similar sports podcasts,
their show is made available as a podcast after it airs live on the radio. It is not
exclusively available on podcast platforms but can be consumed live during the day when
it is aired. This podcast provides an interesting glimpse because its subject matter is
transferred from the live audio platform of radio to the podcast medium.
The Bill Simmons Podcast. The Bill Simmons Podcast is a podcast produced by Bill Simmons.
Bill Simmons is a sports analyst who founded a sports and pop-culture website and
podcast network, The Ringer, distributed his podcast. Simmons is best known for his
contributions to ESPN and is the founder and CEO of The Ringer. Simmons rose to
popularity over the years due to his unique style of combining sports knowledge with
pop-culture references and discussing his personal life. The Bill Simmons Podcast is the
most downloaded sports podcast, featuring rotating content that includes athletes,
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celebrities, and other media staples, such as Bob Ryan and Peter Schrager (Simmons,
2021).
The Pat McAfee Show 2.0. The Pat McAfee Show 2.0 is a sports podcast hosted by former NFL
Punter Pat McAfee. McAfee is most known for his humor and personal analysis of sports
topics and for contributing his former perspective as a former professional football
player. Upon his retirement, McAfee was a broadcaster for FoxSports and a regular guest
on ESPN to offer commentary. The Pat McAfee Show 2.0 is his second show iteration,
after leaving Barstool Sports for Sirius XM Radio. His show is unique because it is a
radio show that can be watched live each day via YouTube Live Broadcasts. Similar to
The Dan Le Batard Show with Stugotz, the audio in his show is also converted to podcast
and available for consumption.
The Ryen Russillo Podcast. Bill Simmon's company produces the Ryen Russillo Podcast,
The Ringer. Ryen Russillo hosts the podcast, where he breaks down the most important
topics in sports. For nearly a decade, Russillo was a host or cohost of the afternoon on
ESPN Radio. Many know him from being the cohost with Scott Van Pelt on SVP &
Russillo. After Van Pelt left the show, it then became Russillo & Kannell, with Danny
Kannell. Since he departed from ESPN, Russillo has been a full-time media personality
producing his podcast. His style tends to be humorous while matter-of-fact at the same
time. He is known to go through the daily sports topics, interview guests, and then offer
life advice to listeners who email the show about their problems after each episode.
Russillo gets his information from listeners he tells to email the show for the final life
advice segment.
Medium Rated Sports Podcasts
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The BIG Podcast with Shaq. The BIG Podcast with Shaq is a podcast produced through TNT
by Shaquille O’Neal, Spice Adams, and Nischelle Turner. The BIG Podcast is a platform
for “the world’s biggest kid” to play games, prank a few friends, and have topical debates
as they welcome on the occasional celebrity guest to join them. Shaquille O’Neal is one
of the few superstars who bridges the gap between sports and pop culture fans across
generations. (TNT Drama, 2021).
The Odd Couple with Chris Broussard & Rob Parker. The Odd Couple with Chris Broussard
& Rob Parker is a podcast that provides listeners with a dynamic discussion as the two
polar-opposite hosts discuss the biggest stories in sports. Broussard and Parker are both
sport personalities from Fox Sports and they provide very different perspectives for the
listeners (Apple Podcasts 2021).
Keyshawn, JWill, & Max Show. Keyshawn, JWill, & Max Show is a podcast hosted by former
number one overall NFL draft pick, Keyshawn Johnson, the number two pick in the NBA
draft, Jason Williams, and ESPN personality Max Kellerman. They take the audience
through the games from the night before, as well as the sports stories that are salient
through the day. The hosts aim to update, inform, entertain, and provide their varying
perspectives on the topics of discussion. They not only debate with each other, but often
have on guests who will appear and discuss their attitudes and perspectives of the topics
as well (ESPN Radio, 2021).
Bussin with The Boys. Bussin with The Boys is a podcast produced by Barstool Sports and
hosted by former NFL players Will Compton and Taylor Lewan. The hosts let you in on
their hilarious stories from their playing careers, as well as heartfelt conversations around
their different experiences. Topics range from exclusive NFL stories to candid chats with
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personalities from all industries. They also talk about hot takes that only people typically
discuss behind closed doors. Sometimes they chat with a guest, sometimes it is just the
hosts, but the audience can always be entertained by their show (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
SVPod. SVPod is a podcast by popular SportsCenter anchor and ESPN radio host, Scott Van
Pelt. This is a weekly show that includes long-form interviews, commentary, and
expansions from his “One Big Thing” segment that airs on SportsCenter. Scott Van Pelt
takes deep dives with guests across a variety of topics for the audience to enjoy.
Low Rated Sports Podcasts
The PFF NFL Podcast. The PFF NFL Podcast is a podcast by Steve Palazzolo and Sam
Monson. The hosts bring a unique perspective, as all their talking points are backed up by
proprietary analytics only available from data scientists at Pro Football Focus. These
unique data insights provide the listener with data that cannot be found anywhere else.
From uncovering secret NFL superstars around the league to discuss which teams are
best postured for a Super Bowl run, Steven and Sam utilize football’s most elaborate
database to create an informed listen for those who consume the podcast. After the
season, they turn their attention to the draft and analyzing college prospects, so this
podcast is relevant throughout the year (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
The Good Morning Football Podcast. The Good Morning Football Podcast is a podcast hosted
by Kay Adams, Peter Schrager, and Kyle Brandt. The hosts cover everything from the
NFL Draft, to training camp, to kickoff. This podcast is converted from Good Morning
Football show on the NFL network weekdays at 7AM EST.
The Jim Rome Show. The Jim Rome Show is a podcast hosted by notable sports radio host, Jim
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Rome. Rome is best known for hosting a show on ESPN titled, Jim Rome is Burning.
Since he left ESPN in 2011, he joined CBS where he hosts his own show and produces
his own podcast. His podcast covers the most salient topics in sports where he also has on
the occasional guest to interview.
Stanford Steve & The Bear. Stanford Steve & The Bear is a podcast hosted by “Stanford” Steve
Coughlin and Chris “The Bear’ Falica. They put their unique spin on the world of sports,
as well as emphasizing sports betting. They mainly discuss sports betting in the context
of college football and horseracing but can venture out to NFL and NBA as well (Apple
Podcasts, 2021).
Two Pros and a Cup of Joe. Two Pros and a Cup of Joe is a podcast hosted by former AllAmerican football stars and first-round NFL draft pick, Lavar Arrington and Brady Quin.
Jonas Knox is also a host and they typically begin the day with information, outspoken,
fearless, and sometimes hilarious commentary covering the biggest topics in sports
(Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework utilized in this research is the Uses and Gratifications Theory.
This theory began in the early 20th century but has evolved when considering how consumers use
media with the emergence of digital media. The shift towards interactive media, peer-to-peer
forms of media communication, and many-to-many forms of distribution relate to types of
participation that are more bottom-up, driven by the “user” or “consumer” of media (Metzger &
Flanagin, 2008). One result of the digital media landscape is that it offers opportunities for
learning, social connection, and individual entertainment in an array of forms. The proliferation
of digital media has allowed individuals to access vast information repositories that are
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increasingly portable, accessible, and interactive in both delivery and information (Metzger &
Flanagin, 2008). This has allowed for new opportunities to research the formidability of Uses
Gratifications research beyond the effects of traditional mediums, such as television and radio.
This research is applied using the sociopsychological tradition, as this tradition is useful in
identifying variables that appear within the audience experience (Marchionni, 2013). Carey
(1992) infers that a core dimension of the sociopsychological tradition provides insight into
interpersonal and social perceptions. The cornerstone of the Uses and Gratifications Theory are
the core, foundational assumptions of the audience and their attitude and intentions towards
media consumption.
Assumptions
The philosophical assumptions incorporated into this research will be assumptions
derived from the Uses and Gratifications Theory. The Uses and Gratifications Theory posits that
individuals select their media choices based on how these choices can provoke certain
gratifications. (Katz et al., 1973). Other assumptions include how communication behavior is
purposeful and motivated. Consumers are more influential than the media when determining
which mediums satisfy their needs and that the media competes for consumers' attention (Rubin,
2009). Consumers of media determine their selections based on the gratifications they receive
from their selections.
Modern Applicability
The real value of digital media is that it provides the user with the ability to serve as a
source and not just as the receiver of communication (December, 1996). This allows individuals
to enable themselves as the source, underlying their customization, a central feature in digital
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media (Sundar, 2001). The ability for users to self-determine their content cues their
connectedness, which can be very powerful psychologically (Sundar, 2001).
In 2010, Sundar and Limperos responded to calls for conceptual and methodological
refinement by other uses and gratifications scholars for studying digital media. They posited that
it is essential to expand uses and gratifications research as gratifications can be applied too
broadly, missing the nuances of discovery offered by emergent media.
Uses and Gratifications in Podcasting
Perks and Turner (2019) introduced a study analyzing podcast consumption and its
effects on productivity. Like Sundar and Limperos, they emphasized the refinement of user
gratifications in their research. They began by outlining refined typologies that could be used to
investigate how individuals utilized podcasting as a medium. They reference this quote by Wade
and Patterson (2015) about the medium: "Podcasting is neither limited to nor defined by its
technologies. Rather, it is a specific set of practices and cultural meaning that are entirely
entwined with the technologies for its distribution, organization, and consumption". The
refinement of gratifications came from a complex process of and convergence with older media
(Perks & Turner, 2019). The participants included five groups of students, totaling twenty-three
participants. They were then asked how often they listened to podcasts and how long they
typically tuned into their content of choice. They conducted open interviews between the five
focus groups. The findings included that podcasting as a medium had supplanted radio and
television for many of the participants, and the explanation for the shift implicitly clarified
podcast gratifications (Perks & Turner, 2019). It supplanted television due to the gratification of
productivity or multitasking. The gratification derived from podcasting was escapism and
edutainment (Perks & Turner, 2019).
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Sociopsychological Tradition
The sociopsychological tradition is rooted in how communication is mediated. Craig
(1999) discusses how communication is the process by which individuals interact and influence
one another. These methods of communication can vary. It can occur person-to-person through
digital mediums, and it can also be distributed to a single individual or many. A chief
characteristic of the sociopsychological is that it questions unproven assumptions associated with
human behavior. What this means is that the sociopsychological tradition concerns itself with
human action and how individuals make everyday choices (Marchionni, 2013). While working to
explain such assumptions, an essential aspect of this tradition is that individual communicators
must make sound, scientifically informed choices concerning the consequences of our messages
(Craig, 1999).
Research frameworks are the beliefs that a researcher brings to the process of research.
They may also serve as theoretical orientations that guide the process of research (Creswell,
2014). The Uses and Gratification Theory serves as the lens through which the research is
viewed and executed.
The Problem
The problem is understanding the gratifications received from podcast consumption and
how it translates to popularity. The podcasting medium offers a unique opportunity to understand
consumer consumption because it is a medium that individuals must seek out. However, what
differentiates podcasting from other forms of media is availability. Whether or not a podcast is
produced, they are typically all available across all podcast distribution platforms, such as Apple
Podcasts, Google Podcasts, or Spotify. Ease of access is a vital variable within this research
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because it eliminates the advantage of other forms of media distribution present in other digital
or traditional forms of media.
Purpose Statement
This qualitative media content analysis aims to understand what content from podcast
producers contributes to further podcast consumption. The podcasts being analyzed fall within
the Sport genre. The theory guiding this study is the Uses and Gratifications Theory, as it
provides insights that can help explain consumers' decision process about their podcast
preferences and range of consumption.
Significance of Study
This research contributes to the body of communication scholarship and subfield of
strategic media by analyzing podcast content that can facilitate and foster audience gratifications.
This research specifically identifies this dynamic in a niche industry that has been established
within the medium of podcasting. This research is rooted in the consumption habits of podcast
consumers based on the gratifications received from consuming the specific content.
The findings of this research are essential to media organizations with and without an
existing podcast presence. It is essential because podcasters can take the findings of this research
and apply them to their organization. Organizations with a current podcasting presence can use
this research's findings to refine their content further to reach consumers better. Without a
current podcasting presence, media organizations may use these results to conduct a measured
and strategic entrance into the marketplace.
Definitions
For clarification, the following terms used in this research have been defined.
The following terms include:
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Community Utility: Communication that provides sharable information with others (Whiting &
Williams, 2013).
Content: Words, meanings, pictures, symbols, ideas, themes, or any message that can be
communicated (Neuman, 1997).
Convenience Utility: The capability of technology to provide convenience for those who use it
(Whiting & Williams, 2013).
Demassification: The era of audio entertainment during the inception of podcasting as a medium
(Albarran et al, (2007).
Entertainment: The use of digital media for entertainment and enjoyment (Palmgreen &
Rayburn, 1979).
Escapism: Using digital media for pleasure, fun, and enjoyment (Korgoankar & Wolin, 1999).
Gratifications: The perceived fulfillment of an individual’s needs (Wang & Tchernev, 2012).
Informed Motivation: How consumers use digital media for self-education and information
(Korgoankar & Wolin, 1999).
Podcasts: Any audio file that can be downloaded or streamed from a personal device, at
typically no cost to the listener (Perks & Turner, 2019)
Multitasking: Listening to podcasts while having the ability to engage in at least once more
activity simultaneously (Jeong & Fishbein, 2007).
Needs: The combined product of psychological dispositions, sociological factors, and
environmental conditions that motivate media consumption (Wang & Tchernev, 2012).
Polysemic: Verbiage that is open to multiple interpretations to different readers and attempts to
determine how the audience will receive the message (Macnamara, 2005).
Prosumer: A proactive consumer of media content (Menduni, 2007).
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Relaxation: Using digital media to relieve daily stressors (Whiting & Williams, 2013).
Social Television: Engaging in second-screen activity while consuming television content (Lim
et al, 2015).
Texts: Anything written, visual, or spoken that serves as a medium for communication (Neuman,
1997).
Summary
From a communication standpoint, this research is significant because it identifies how
gratifications obtained from podcast consumption can be used to provide a template for podcast
production within the same genre. Further, this research identifies themes that may be
transferable to other podcasting genres. This information is essential for media organizations or
individual produces to create a successful production experience. Chapter Two will provide a
thorough review of literature salient to podcast consumption about the sport genre.
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Chapter 2

Chapter One introduced the topic of sports podcast consumption by providing an
overview of the research, relevant introductory background information, research assumptions, a
statement of the problem, its significance and the purpose of the research. The purpose of the
research is to diagnose which gratifications provoke consumer response to sports podcasts.
Chapter Two provides a synthesis of existing knowledge on the topic of podcasting, from
its origins to its present impact. Through a review of literature, this chapter will articulate what
research has been examined and the voids that still exist, justifying the study. Within the
Theoretical Framework section, the Uses and Gratifications Theory will be covered to guide the
research. The evolvement of the theory will be outlined as well as how it applies to modern
media. After the chapter, the reader will understand how the specific research into sports
podcasting will advance the Uses and Gratifications Theory.
Podcasting as a Digital Medium
Origins
The term podcast is a combination of iPod – Apple’s brand of portable media players –
and broadcast, which initially described digitized audio media files unique to Apple's platform
(Samuel-Azran et al., 2019). Podcasting arrived as a medium at the beginning of the millennium
and since then, it has become an integral part of the media landscape. Since their arrival,
podcasts have grown in popularity over the past twenty years. Podcasts are now defined as any
audio file that can be downloaded or streamed from a personal device, at typically no cost to the
listener (Perks & Turner, 2019). Podcasting is a digitized medium that differentiates itself from
traditional mediums, such as radio or television, because it relies on an audience to actively seek
out its content.
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Scholars have described podcast consumption as a niche prosumer activity
(Menduni, 2007). In this research, a prosumer is defined as a proactive consumer of media
content. Podcasting seems to have found and stabilized its entertainment identity emphasizing a
more personal and personalized experience (Perks & Turner, 2019). Llinares et al. (2018),
discuss how podcasting remains a curiosity within digital culture. Analyses have concentrated on
audience numbers and economic potential while ignoring how the medium has impacted culture.
With that considered, the justification for pursuing this research is that the subject of
podcasts has not received a significant amount of scholarly attention within the media and
communication disciplines (Bottomley, 2015). Specifically, it has not investigated addressing
specific populations' podcast use, such as students (Swanson, 2012). The medium maturing into
the mainstream provides an excellent opportunity to investigate audience media selections within
this digital niche.
Growth
Existing research regarding the podcasting phenomena tends to focus primarily on three
areas: who is using podcasts, the rate of podcast use, and the use of podcasts in education and
business (McClung & Johnson, 2010). With that considered, Podcasts have grown into a
significant source of media consumption since their inception, especially over the past decade
with the advent of complementary digital technologies and capabilities. As a medium growing
into the mainstream of American consciousness, it is helpful to examine its progression and the
reasons and motivations behind podcast consumption.
Podcasting is a medium that has been grown into a period of credibility, stability and
maturity (Berry, 2016). Similar to other forms of media, podcasting has been significantly
reshaped by platformization or the varying framework of digital infrastructures (Sullivan, 2019).
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Platformization is recognizes that platforms can act as matchmakers, which interface between
platforms and user curation (Prey, 2020). When it comes to podcasting, these transformations are
distinct from other traditional forms of media in several ways. Podcasting predates the advent of
media facilitating technology, such as social media and the cloud. Early conceptions of the
medium were molded by Apple's early dominance in digital audio when it added Really Simple
Syndication, or RSS aggregation to the iTunes music store in 2005 (Sullivan, 2019).
The decentralized architecture was an early catalyst for the medium's early popularity. It
allowed programmers to continually write new code to enhance features compatible with
platforms and devices, such as iTunes and iPods. Berry (2016) references a prediction earlier in
his career when investigating the proliferation of podcasting: In the next ten years, while the
demand for and nature of the content will remain fixtures in the media landscape, the processes
by which podcasts are delivered will be further innovated by streaming, 'smart' radios and other
yet-to-emerge platforms. Podcasts allow producers to pick and choose those elements they like
about radio and repackage them for the digital age (Markman, 2015).
However, with complementary technologies, podcasting has turned into a sought-after
medium. The medium's unique distribution method has facilitated audio media innovation
regarding time, subject, and structure (Perks & Turner, 2019). In the current digital era, podcast
consumption has mainstreamed to the point where listeners primarily consume content on their
mobile phones, such as Apple iOS or Android devices. The Interactive Advertising Bureau
(2017) discovered that 45%-52% of all podcast consumption in the United States occurred within
the Podcasts application on Apple devices. This figure does not consider platforms such as
Google Podcasts and Spotify.
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Unlike the early period of podcasting, modern podcasting applications offer the dualfunctionality of both content consumption and content discovery (Sullivan, 2019). Although still
a relatively new technology, podcasts and the portable devices on which they are used are
changing the way people interact with media (McClung & Johnson, 2010). Srnicek (2016)
discusses the competitive advantages that gatekeepers of podcasting try to maintain. In the
United States, Apple and Google continue to promote platformization, while competitors such as
Spotify push towards a more platform-centric approach that complements the organization’s
global reach (Sullivan, 2019).
Stimulating Technologies
Smartphones
The proliferation of smartphone technology revolutionized the way individuals conducted
their daily lives. The technological capabilities of smartphones also created a relationship with
devices because smartphones developed a far greater utility. Although smartphones existed with
the emergence of the BlackBerry, the fundamental shift came with the advent of the iPhone.
Although BlackBerry devices increased mobile email use, the iPhone was considered a
breakthrough internet device (Gitlin, 2019). Users could now do online searches anywhere,
breaking through an online wall that was no longer confined to a home or work computer.
The advent of the iPhone continues to have far-reaching ramifications for contemporary
situated media practice. Whether it is social media, networked mobile media, or mobile
applications, or apps, it is essential to consider the salient issues about the role of this technology
in shaping, and being shaped by, locality, sociality, and intimacy more broadly (Burgess et al.,
2012). This dynamic is especially important within the context of user-created content and the
dynamic of convergence.
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As Smartphones continually become a pervasive aspect of life, they have grown
increasingly capable of supplementing various mental functions because they can satisfy
affective urges (Wilmer et al., 2017). There have been many questions about the stimulation
aspect of smartphone technology. Ellison (2021) questioned whether Smartphones make us
dumber, asking if supplanting mental functions can challenge the way individuals’ process
information. Morin (2013) also questions whether relying on technology can make consumers fat
and lazy because it challenges the way individuals think, process, and regulate emotion.
However, most salient to this research is the dynamic of modern connectedness with technology.
Greenfield (2013) claims that such a technological shift can rewire our brains to crave the instant
gratifications offered by smartphones constantly.
It is crucial to analyze the impact of technological innovations, such as smartphones
because it is a technology that has a dominating presence in society. Due to its overwhelming
adoption as a necessity for everyday life, it is essential to consider how it may enhance or
negatively impact cognitive functioning. The relationship between media habits and cognitive
abilities is vital for consumers to understand (Wilmer et al., 2017). This relationship can be
explored through the Uses and Gratifications Theory, where needs are defined as "the combined
product of psychological dispositions, sociological factors, and environmental conditions that
motivate media consumption" and gratifications as the “perceived fulfillment” of those needs
(Wang & Tchernev, 2012).
Podcasting Applications
While most podcast research explores the role of technology, few studies critically
investigate the software by which podcasts are consumed (Morris & Patterson, 2015). Lacey
(2014) explored new smart radio and audio applications that allowed users to broadcast or to
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curate radio into streams of personalized content. The findings were that these applications
provided a more authentic communication bump against the application's basic features. Lacey
concluded that these applications encouraged a goal-directed form of narrow and personalized
listening in, as opposed to listening out, which encourages a diversity of perspectives. Mobile
podcasting applications offer exciting case studies because they serve as cultural intermediaries
whose interfaces for listening develop within a specific, focused digital economy (Morris &
Patterson, 2015).
In 2012, Apple launched its standalone podcast application titled, Podcasts, providing
access to podcast content originally confined to the music app iTunes (McHugh, 2016). This
development by Apple was in response to the growth of third-party podcatchers, which is a term
used to describe software that allows users to access a database of popular podcasts, providing a
curated service for generating RSS or XML feeds that allow users to download, manage, and
share podcast episodes to their mobile devices (Morris & Patterson, 2015). With that considered,
Apple introducing the Podcasts application voided the usage of independent, third-party
podcatching software for those using the iOS platform. This is because third-party applications'
technology was embedded in applications directly from the operating software (iOS, Android,
Windows). The formal introduction of the Podcast application marked the transition of the
medium from a fringe technology to a significant media activity distinct from music
consumption (Morris & Patterson, 2015).
A featured characteristic of Podcasting applications is that Google, Amazon, and
Microsoft offer seemingly limitless podcasts options, without charging listeners to consume
content. Podcast content is primarily free, and the iOS application expressly forbids podcasters to
charge for content through the Podcasts application (Apple, 2015). The ease of access has
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assisted the medium in gaining popularity. This popularity and cultural influence have allowed
the medium to expand access to learning and entertainment that was once primarily delivered by
traditional media sources (Casares & Brinkley, 2021).
However, there are stimulating factors that distinctly belong to on-demand audio
consumption mediums. Zeng (2011) analyzed the gratifications derived from MP3 players and
found five main factors: control, companionship, entertainment, status, and concentration.
Menduni (2007) investigated podcasts specifically and found that users enjoyed greater mobility,
increased social aspect, and better-individualized content when selecting. Audio immersion
allows consumers to enjoy a fictive world while allowing them to stay mentally engaged while
commuting, cooking, or finishing any variety of mundane tasks (Perks et al., 2019).
Modern Podcasting
Culture of podcasting
An aspect that makes podcasting unique is the audiences it attracts. Podcast culture
succeeds to be both personal and communal, a sensibility related to the active choice of the
listener and the methods of consumption, which contributes to intimacy (Llinares, 2018). The
diversity of podcast consumption rivals the diversity of content. Urban areas, college campuses,
gyms, and professional office settings are popular with podcast consumers. The array of podcast
genres can be as general as Sports, Technology, and True Crime, to as niche as Home Gardening,
Drone Pilots, and specific books such as Harry Potter. The host of podcast content has options
for anyone seeking them out (McClung & Johnson, 2010).
This variety has cultural significance. To participate in other people's interests,
conversations, lives, and experiences, relating to a subject an audience member is passionate
about contributes to a deep sense of connection (Llinares, 2018). Llinares (2018) also suggests
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how a simultaneous interior and exterior sonic experience may be the essential reason why
podcasts have become so popular: they provide the listener a method to explore themselves while
providing anchoring points in the chaos of a digital and material experience that is increasingly
blurred (Llinares, 2018). For example, an interior listening experience could be in a professional
work setting. An individual may be completing their deliverables while listening to a parodyladen sports-talk podcast, Pardon My Take produced by Barstool Sports on Apple Podcasts. An
exterior listening experience could be a bank teller completing transactions with radio
background music playing throughout the bank lobby.
Specifically, the podcasting medium cultivates an autonomy approach that results in
atmospheres not found in traditional mediums. Ultimately, the flexibility of listening and the
informality of editorial and formal scrutiny in production marks the medium as something
significantly different and more culturally urgent than radio (Llinares, 2018).
Producers of Podcasts
McElhearn, Giles, and Herrington (2006) credit time-shifting, or the ability for listeners
to hear the audio at their own discretion as the defining characteristic of the medium. This
advantage of time-shifting allows the audience to have a more personal experience than
traditional broadcasting (Croft et al., 2005). With that considered, podcasting is far more than a
method of audio distribution because there are a variety of ways it can be produced (Bottomley,
2015). Such a production can be mirrored to reflect binge-watching tendencies of television
audiences, as seen in the true crime genre. For example, Making a Murderer was a popular
Netflix series which included certain strategic production tactics, such as leaving each episode on
a cliffhanger. This is also a tactic utilized by a popular podcast in the same genre, Serial
(Canadian Broadcast Corporation, 2015).
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Amateur
At the content level, Hammersley (2004) and other early adopters generally viewed
podcasts as an independent, amateur-produced product originating outside traditional media
industries. Berry (2006) made the argument that grassroots radio demonstrated the power of the
disruptive medium because the barrier of entry for amateurs to participate was essentially
nonexistent.
Professional
As the medium began to mature into the mainstream, more and more established media
personalities and media institutions came to saturate the podcasting space (Bottomley, 2015).
However, an interesting finding from Neumark’s (2006) research on cross-media examination
was that listeners engage differently with content across media platforms, demonstrating that
podcasts should be produced differently than traditional broadcast radio.
Audio-Only Content of Video Events
This adoption of the medium by traditional radio broadcasters led many to believe that
podcasts were simply downloads of audio programs previously aired (Hudson, 2011). However,
podcasting is not necessarily anti-traditional broadcasting, as many traditional radio broadcasters
have adopted the medium as a primary distribution platform, while incorporating video, such as
the Joe Rogan Experience Podcast. However, the majority of standalone podcasts are recorded
and posted on a consistent schedule native to the medium itself.
Consumers of Podcasts
This section will explore key demographic information in reference to podcast
consumption. The intent of outlining these statistics is to provide specific insights related to the
information behind podcasting as a medium.
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Demographics
Podcasting Familiarity
According to Nielsen’s (2017) Q3 reports, 75% of the United States population is
familiar with the term, podcasting, up from 5% from the previous year. Half the homes in the
United States describe themselves as podcasts fans, with 37% identifying as monthly listeners,
while 24% describe themselves as weekly listeners. This is important information because it
describes the rate at which individuals consume podcasts. Nielsen’s (2018) Q1 report shows that
16 million people in the United States describe themselves as avid podcast fans.
Socioeconomic Information
When it comes to podcast consumption per household, 45% of monthly consumers have
household incomes over $75 thousand dollars per year (Edison Research, 2021). The total
numbers reported for podcast consumers with four year college degrees is 27% (Edison
Research, 2021). These numbers are significant because they demonstrate that podcast
consumption is not necessarily dictated by socioeconomic standing.
Age Demographics
Monthly podcast listeners are divided into three main age categories: 12-34, 35-54, and
55 years of age or older (Edison Research, 2021). 48% of podcast consumers fall into the 12-34
age bracket, which is 37% of the total US population. 32% of podcast consumers fall into the 3554 age bracket, which represents 40% of the total US population. 20% of podcast consumers are
age 55+, which represents 23% of the total US population.
This is interesting information as podcast consumption does not appear to be an outlier in
any specific age group. The largest variance between podcast consumption and total age
represented in the US, is 11% within the 12-34 age bracket. Podcasting is an extension of digital
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media, which is often seen as a medium heavily adopted by a younger user base. This
information suggests that podcasts defy that notion, as it is widely adopted across age ranges.
Consumption by Location
A distinct characteristic of podcasting as a medium is the location to which individuals
decide to consume podcasts. According to Nielsen (2020), 49% of podcasts are consumed at an
individual’s residence. The other three categories include in transit, at work, or other (such as
gyms). When it comes to being in-transit, for example, Nielsen (2020) shows that 22% of
individuals listen to podcasts while driving.
Smartphone Podcast Consumption
Podcast consumption on smartphones is an interesting metric because it demonstrates
how dynamic the medium can be for personal consumption. Since 2014, there has been a 157%
increase in podcast consumption using smartphones (Nielsen, 2018). According to Nielsen
(2018), podcast consumers listen to seven different shows per week, with 80% sharing they listen
to all or most of each episode. Of the individuals who report listening to podcasts regularly, 19%
of them increase the speed of the podcast so that they can listen to content faster (Nielsen, 2018).
This is an interesting trend, considering 65% of monthly podcast listeners report using podcasts
to consume content for less than three years (Nielsen, 2018).
Digital Media Advertising Impact
Those who listen to podcasts are significantly more active on social media channels, with
94% of podcast listeners reporting they have a social media presence, which is 13% higher than
the American public in general (Nielsen, 2018). This is interesting when it comes to consuming
advertising, as Nielsen (2018) has also discovered that those who listen to podcasts are more
likely to subscribe to streaming services such as Netflix and Amazon Prime. This also indicates
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that they would be less subjected to traditional television advertisements. However, with that fact
considered, podcast consumers still report that they are more likely to follow companies and
brands on social media and 69% agreed podcast ads made them aware of new products or
services (Nielsen, 2018).
Global Podcast Statistics
Since podcasting was made popular in the United States by Apple, podcasting has
become a global medium. The United States ranks fifth among countries who consume podcasts
on a monthly basis. South Korea leads the world in the percentage of people who have listened to
a podcast in the past month with 58% (Winn, 2021). Although this research is only concerned
with podcast consumption on shows produced in the United States, it would be fascinating to see
if the results of this media content analysis could be duplicated in other countries.
Time Consumption
The average time listening to podcasts is steadily increasing. Podcast Industry Report
(2021) projects that podcast consumers will see significant growth in the coming years as the
demand for on-demand audio increases. In 2021, podcast listeners per month will increase by
10.1% year-over-year to 118.8 million listeners.
The metrics used to analyze overall podcast listenership and platform loyalty can show
where consumers are migrating. Apple Podcasts projected user base is 28 million, while Spotify
is projected to grow to 28.2 million users (Podcast Industry Report, 2021). This is the first time a
platform has been projected to overtake the original platform that is Apple Podcasts.
Podcast Content
Podcast content is fascinating to explore as there are different approaches to different
genres (McHugh, 2016). Comedy, News, and True Crime are the top three genres in the United
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States (Statista, 2021), which is interesting for a few different reasons. All three have
opportunities for storytelling components, but Comedy and True Crime can also be standalone,
binge-listening genres. Topics like News and Sports are most likely to be reflections of current
events, which will adopt a different approach. However, all podcasts must ultimately be analyzed
on a case-by-case basis.
Top Genres in the United States
Genre 1: Comedy
According to a 2020 statistics study, 22% of podcast listeners in the United States prefer
comedy as their topic genre of choice (Statista, 2021). Titles within the Comedy genre include
Morbid: A True Crime Podcast; SmartLess; Wait Wait… Don’t Tell Me!; Office Ladies; and
Conan O’Brien Needs a Friend.
Genre 2: News
News is the second most popular genre behind comedy (Statista, 2021). Titles within the
News genre include 5 Things by USA Today; The Daily by the New York Times; Apple News
Today by Apple; Today Explained by Vox; and Post Reports by The Washington Post.
Genre 3: True Crime
True Crime is the third most popular genre at 18% (Statista, 2021). Titles within this
genre include Over My Dead Body; Crime Junkie; Murdaugh Murders Podcast; Suspect;
Dateline NBC; and Hooked.
Sports Media Consumption
Billings (2016) discusses how stakeholders within sports want to learn everything they
can about their consumers. Audience analysis is an integral aspect of sports programming for any
medium with a vested interest, so stakeholders are interested in their demographics, patterns of
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use, audience attitudes, and how the audience consumes sponsored products related to all
stakeholders' strategies.
Wheaton and Thorpe (2019) conclude that the younger generation has a broader appetite
for various sports instead of confining their preference to one or two sports. Another strategy that
stands out in the sports media industry is the art of storytelling. Pennington (2016) explains how
drama and storytelling can make sports products more entertaining and compelling. Sports
podcasts can utilize these tactics to draw in their target audience.
Live Sports Content and Analysis
Live sports content creates an industry that surrounds it to include sports analysts, talk
show hosts, and debate shows. The value of media sport resides in the attractive, unscripted
drama of live sports competition. For this reason, purchasing the exclusive rights to games is
advantageous for broadcasting companies (Hutchins & Rowe, 2012). In the media industry,
sports are a source of must-see content for millions of people in a world containing various
communication technologies and fragmenting audiences (Hutchins & Rowe, 2012).
Traditionally, the symbiotic relationship between sports and media has been ideal. This
especially includes television (Goldlust, 1987). This relationship has been facilitated for two
central reasons: The first reason is the pure popularity of the sport generating significant
television attention. The second aspect of this relationship is through the circulation of revenues
and advertising sales based on the coverage of the sport (Galily & Tamir, 2014).
The demand for live sports content has traditionally been paired with highlights and
further analysis on television, as well as analysis on radio and more contemporary mediums,
such as social media and podcasting. Podcasting is a unique medium that differentiates itself
from traditional sports content analysis because individuals can consume the analysis at their
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own discretion. It has allowed consumers to fit it into their own schedules, as opposed to aligning
themselves with the timetable of traditional mediums.
Podcasting as a Disruptive Technology
Live Radio
Audio mediums are unique because they are often interpreted as secondary mediums
without requiring committed visual attention or engagement (Morris & Patterson, 2015). For this
reason, podcasting and radio are mediums that can be consumed while multitasking. Whether an
individual is engaged in household chores, commuting, or in a cubical in an office setting, audio
mediums can be consumed regularly without full attention.
However, podcasts have a crucial advantage over live radio broadcasts. Live radio
broadcasts must schedule programming to fit listeners' routines while capturing their attention
(Morris & Patterson, 2018). The podcasting medium allows users to engage with the content of
their choice at their discretion. Another key advantage is that podcasts are understood as a free
source of content due to platform mobility (Tryon, 2013).
Theoretical Framework
Uses and Gratification Theory
The Uses and Gratification Theory is an approach that attempts to understand and explain
how individuals make their media selections. With its prevailing assumption being that the
audience is active, as opposed to passive, this theory uses the audience as a catalyst for
understanding media preference and trends in mass communication.
As traditional media – such as television, radio, and print media – continue to cede
ground to digital mediums, there has been a power shift in the way media content is consumed.
This is especially evident when it comes to sports content, as advances in technology allows fans
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to follow their favorite teams, athletes, and sports around the clock (Gantz & Lewis, 2014). The
power has gone from the medium and shifted back towards the individual. The Uses and
Gratifications Theory was the earliest theory that investigated how individual consumers make
media selections.
The power has shifted back to the consumer. Context is essential when it comes to user
engagement. This context can be discerned at various levels, including but not limited to
personal, social, and situational (O'Brien & Cairns, 2016). In the earlier periods of gratifications
research, McGuire (1974), it was less important to understand how a user came to a medium than
how a medium could hold a user after the content was consumed.
Origins
The Uses and Gratification Theory originated 50 years ago as the Uses and Gratification
Approach. It was initially introduced by Elihu Katz but was popularized by an ensemble of Katz
and two of his colleagues, Jay Blumler and Michael Gurevitch. The predominant, seminal piece
was titled, Uses and Gratifications Research.
The seminal theoretical framework of Katz, Blumler, and Gurevitch (1973) attempts to
explain why and how individuals use communication mediums. However, the Uses and
Gratifications Theory was not necessarily popular when it was initially introduced. Katz,
Blumler, and Gurevitch (1973) would acknowledge that the theory rests on a set of explicit or
implicit assumptions that have some degree of internal coherence and that are arguable in the
sense that not everyone contemplating them would find them self-evident. However, the digital
revolution in media provided a significant opportunity to analyze media selection, as mediums
shifted from traditional, scheduled content to content users could actively seek out. Hoffman and
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Novak (1996) were early adapters to exploring how something as simple as surfing the web can
satisfy certain gratifications for users.
Sociopsychological Tradition
It is essential to understand the connection between philosophical frameworks and
qualitative research methods because the philosophical framework is a foundational aspect of the
overall research. In reviewing Craig's Seven Traditions, it became clear that this research should
be rooted in the sociopsychological tradition.
Justification
Communication problems in the sociopsychological tradition are approached as situations
that call for the effective manipulation of the causes of behavior to objective produce defined and
predictable outcomes (Craig, 1999). “Communication theorized through the sociopsychological
tradition explains the causes and effects of social behavior and cultivate practice that attempt to
exert intentional control over the behavioral cause and effects” (p. 143). The connection between
this foundation and the Uses of Gratifications Theory makes sense because the main assumption
with the Uses and Gratifications Theory is that individuals are active in their selections of media.
“As communication theorists, we also need to understand when, how, and why interaction alters
behavior patterns and receiver judgements” (p. 143).
Craig (1999) discusses how individuals must make sound, scientifically informed choices
concerning the consequences of our messages. The messages in this research are those received
through podcasting that individuals actively seek out. Finding answers to these unproven
assumptions within the podcasting industry is the objective of this research.
Alternative Traditions Considered
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While the core aspects of this research will be firmly rooted in the sociopsychological
tradition, three other traditions offer useful insights for various aspects of this research. The three
other traditions include the rhetorical tradition, the phenomenological tradition, and sociocultural
traditions were among those considered.
Rhetorical Tradition
The rhetorical tradition was fascinating because this tradition stems from the value
rhetoric plays in society. It seeks to discover knowledge outside of opinions and methods of
persuasion. This would have been a valuable tradition if the objective of this research were to
investigate how audience members distill advertisements and strategic messages associated with
podcasts. Rhetorical traditions attempt to distill such messages while investigating practical
problems in society.
Craig (1999) discusses how this tradition can help reflect on practical communication
problems, such as how individuals can be impacted emotionally by strategic messaging. A
typical, general example is how people can be mobilized through political or commercial
advertisements. However, this research attempts to understand what gratifications individuals
receive from podcasting to understand their consumption. If the intent were to identify and solve
a practical problem in the way individuals respond to specific advertisements, this theory would
have proved valuable.
Phenomenological Tradition
The second tradition that was dismissed in favor of the sociopsychological tradition was
the phenomenological tradition. The central objective when deploying the phenomenological
tradition is the exploration of a phenomenon. Typically, this is explored by analyzing a group of
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individuals who share an experience centered on the phenomenon in question. Shared, lived
experiences are often the driving force of this type of research.
This tradition could be valuable because there is no singular use of this approach, as it
can be applied in various ways. Vagel (2014) states that it is the responsibility of the researcher
to distinguish which method will be the most effective for the desired study. However, a problem
arises with this approach that is unique to the tradition. The researcher must determine the
balance between strictly enforcing this tradition and applying it with too much fragility. As van
Manen (2014) acknowledges, strictly applied methods may lead to shallow insights. The main
consideration for dismissing this tradition is that the objective of this research is not analyzing a
specific phenomenon.
Although there are valuable aspects of this tradition that can be used, such as clusters of
meaning, no central phenomenon is at the center of this research. However, in utilizing a content
analysis methodology, clusters of meaning may be a useful concept to consider. Moustakas
(1994) describes clusters of meaning as categorizing statements into themes, which reduces
repetition within the data.
In phenomenological research, information is collected through interviews and
systematically analyzed to find meaning within the experience. However, in content analysis,
identifying clusters of information may be a great way to identify themes within the sample.
However, since there is no central phenomenon being investigated to identify shared experiences
or meaning within them, this tradition must be omitted in this research.
Sociocultural Tradition
The last tradition that was dismissed for the sociopsychological tradition was the
sociocultural tradition. The sociocultural tradition attempts to fill voids created in space in time,
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which can be anything that disables communication patterns on which communication depends
(Craig, 1999). What initially led this research objective towards this tradition was that it could be
deployed investigating technological change.
The emergence of the medium of podcasting has provoked a shift in traditional and
digital media. However, this tradition is tethered to cultural change, such as societal shifts, the
erosion of social orders, cultural fragmentation, and globalization. Although there is research
into the medium of podcasting that could touch on these concepts, this research is not interested
in investigating such cultural shifts. This research aims to understand the podcast consumer
within the specific genre of sports. With that considered, there is not a significant objective to
investigate any macrosocial forces to instill a more cultural or social-centric solution.
Development of the Uses and Gratifications Theory
The Uses and Gratification Theory was initially established to investigate how audiences
influence media instead of how the media influences audiences. Perspectives about media
audiences have fluctuated over time as mediums evolved. How the media is consumed has
always warranted research (Butsch, 2008). The Uses and Gratifications Theory, in a modern
capacity, is now being deployed to predict and explain how media consumption is impacted by
the personal needs and gratifications of the individual. The capacity for individuals to turn their
attention to the press and broadcasting is declining as they continue to transition to fast-changing
online and social media alternatives (Livingstone, 2019).
Krcmar & Strizhakova (2009) urge Uses and Gratification scholars to integrate
typologies at a broader level. They posit that rather than investigating ways to bring together
media use typologies across various media conceptually, the number of typologies continues to
evolve and proliferate. They suggest that it is conceivable that media use motives could exist as
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media continues to innovate. They foreshadowed the impact that the proliferation of digital
mediums would have on the theory. They suggest that expectations of the mass media include
both sociological and psychological origins. This can lead to different patterns of media exposure
and result in potentially unintended consequences.
Uses and Gratifications research must remain current because innovation can directly
impact user consumption and gratifications. This theory provides a consumer-level view of mass
media, including digital media (Stafford et al., 2004). As technology continues to advance, it will
offer new opportunities to expand gratifications research. Expanding and modernizing
approaches to Uses and Gratifications must evolve with technological innovation (Papacharissi
& Mendelson, 2011).
Five Assumptions of the Uses and Gratifications Theory
The following five assumptions are the central assumptions that underlay the Uses and
Gratifications theory. These five assumptions are how communication behavior is purposeful,
audience members are active in their media selection, how social and psychological factors guide
consumer behavior, how media competes to capture consumers’ attention, and the assumption
that people influence themselves more than the media.
Communication Behavior is Purposeful
How consumers make their media selection is goal-directed, and it stems from specific
motivations within the individual. This behavior is functional and is consequential for both the
individual and the society to which they exist (Rubin, 2009). These purposeful selections are
rooted in the idea that individuals make active selections to satisfy their needs. For example,
photo sharing on Facebook was examined using the Uses and Gratifications Theory and
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discovered that there were six gratifications associated with sharing photos: affection, attentionseeking, disclosure, habit, information sharing, and social influence (Malik et al., 2016).
Audience Members are Active in Their Media Selection
Consumers initiate the selection and use of media. As opposed to being at the mercy of
the media, individuals exercise their sovereignty to use media to satisfy their needs or desires.
Consequently, this designates consumers as active communicators because they are using their
media preferences to solve a void within themselves (Rubin, 2009).
Social and Psychological Factors Guide Behavior
This assumption is based on the social and psychological behaviors that determine
communication selection. Personal biases, the setting and context in which the individual exists,
as well as interpersonal relationships, all form the expectations to which one may live.
Communication behavior is a representation of all these factors, and the individual responds
accordingly (Rubin, 2009). For example, a study was utilized to analyze how parents select
educational applications for the children using the Uses and Gratifications Theory. It was found
that tailored, controlled learning, as well as demonstrating a clear purpose was a central factor in
parental selections. It was also discovered that whatever parents deemed important could change
based on societal standards (Broekman et al., 2018).
Media Competes with Other Forms of Communication
The media competes with functional alternatives for selection. The effectiveness of the
media satisfying the needs of the individual is reliant on their respective social and psychological
circumstances (Rubin, 2009). An example is social media consumption. Raack and BondsRaacke (2008) analyzed social media engagement in brand communities using Uses and
Gratifications research. The researchers identified that entertaining content is an important factor
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for user adoption of the platform. Therefore social media platforms often innovate and create
unique ways to promote features that allow users to create entertaining content.
People Influence Themselves More than the Media
Personal initiative most often determines the patterns and consequences of media use.
Through this refinement, media may impact individual characteristics that ultimately become
reliant on communication media preferences (Rubin, 2009). Muntinga et al. (2011) suggests that
motivations behind social media use include gaining a sense of belonging, or a sense of
community. The social aspect of connecting with friends, family, and support systems contribute
to prolonged usage of the platform.
Uses and Gratifications As Applied to Television Research
This section contrasts the usage of traditional mediums, such as television, to podcast
consumption. The information here will demonstrate the differences between the mediums, while
also highlighting the similarities between them. It is within these margins that further
understanding can be built on consumer preference.
The Impact of Engagement Motives for Social TV on Social Presence and Sports Channel
Commitment
This research utilizes the Uses and Gratifications framework to analyze mediated sports
consumption. Television viewers' motives to communicate with others were analyzed while
watching the Olympics (Hwang & Lim, 2015). This research employed a structural equation
model, which measured each motivational factor used to predict respondents' social presence and
sports channel commitment (Hwang & Lim, 2015).
In early research examining motives and behaviors associated with live sports content,
Gantz (1981) discovered that, unlike other entertainment content, consumers of live sports
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programming were more interactive and involved with others while watching sports. Despite
these findings, the research was confined to first-hand reaction or verbal expression from those
sampled. As social networking sites proliferated during the digital media revolution, it allowed
for better and more elaborate opportunities to measure user engagement.
Social television is defined as engaging in second-screen activity while consuming
television content (Lim, et al., 2015). This phenomenon is of great interest to television
producers and sponsors, as they are continuously interested in how much second-screen activity
is present while audience members consume their content (Hwang & Lim, 2015).
The objective of this research was to determine the growing trend of social television
viewing of live sports. The Uses and Gratifications Theory is a great framework to investigate
this dynamic because it investigates the concept of social belonging or social presence (Shin,
2013).
Ultimately, this research identified that information and excitement motives of social
television viewing positively correlated to social presence, while convenience and information
motives positively predicted sports channel commitment (Hwang & Lim, 2015).
Uses and Gratifications As Applied to Smartphone Use
The digital revolution has facilitated the explosion of information and technological
capabilities over the past two decades. The utility of smartphones, specifically, has significantly
impacted society. This innovation has promoted opportunities for future research, as the
consumer gains gratifications from their device of choice. The availability of information with
smartphones is virtually limitless. There are various opportunities for research as the adoption
and penetration of smartphone use continue to proliferate (Muralidharan et al., 2015).
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Smartphones have exacerbated social media use. Social media applications can be
downloaded and used on smartphones, which increases their utility instead of being restricted to
a personal computer, where social media-originated. Social media usage is now at arms-length,
which can exacerbate its impact (Abi-Jaoude et al., 2020). The modern applications of the Uses
and Gratification Theory allow ample opportunity to measure consumption and gratifications.
The digital revolution has placed a premium on brands and organizations, emphasizing the
interactivity and navigability of media concerning their audiences (Sundar & Limperos, 2013).
Methods and Measurements in Uses and Gratifications Research
The objective of this section is to outline methods and measurements that have been used
in uses and gratifications research. Understanding the tactics deployed will provide a further
foundational justification for the method in which this research utilizes.
Content Analyses Utilized in Uses and Gratifications Research
There are several methods to conduct a content analysis when it comes to Uses and
Gratifications research. One method is to sample individuals by disseminating a survey,
interviewing individuals, or analyzing a focus group of individuals reflecting on certain content.
Another method this research will execute is transcribing and analyzing transcripts of podcasts,
which will be covered further in Chapter Three.
In 2010, a framework was developed to predict podcast preference through four distinct
indicators: Podcast Content, the Podcaster, the Podcast Context, as well as the Technical
Execution of the Podcast (Tsagkias et al., 2010). The researchers came up with a podcast
credibility framework, but promoted the idea that transcripts of the audio should be analyzed to
further research specific content enjoyment.
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The objective of research that is rooted in the Uses and Gratifications Theory is to
identify consistent themes from the data collected. The Uses and Gratifications theory relies on
identifying variables that elicit a consumer's gratification to fill their needs (Rubin, 2009).
Whether this is collected directly from the individual or derived from transcripts of the most
popular podcasting content, the researcher must remain impartial in collecting the data.
Uses & Gratification and Podcasting Research
Perks and Turner (2019) conducted a study that analyzed the intersection of podcasts and
productivity using the Uses and Gratifications Theory. They accomplished this by combining old
and new media typologies within the Uses and Gratifications Theory. They organized the results
in two separate parts: emerging typologies and the expansion of existing typologies which
includes four main motivations: Storytelling Transportation, Customizable Experience,
Multitasking, and Social Engagement.
One of the exciting points of distinction that Perks and Turner (2019) draw from the
medium's maturation is that they insist that podcast consumption developed over time due to a
complex process of displacement and convergence with traditional media. They credit previous
mobile audio technologies, such as the Walkman, MP3 players, and smartphones, for providing a
foundation to expand Uses and Gratifications research into podcasting.
The first typology utilized is emergent gratifications. Drawing from the intersection of
technological affordances and listener agency, this typology is considered media displacement
(Sundar, 2008). The second typology is used to demonstrate a deeper understanding of the
parasocial relationship formation and the social aspects associated with podcast consumption
(Perks & Turner, 2019).
Storytelling Transportation
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The art of storytelling within Podcasts allow consumers to fill voids within their own life,
much like radio did as a traditional medium (Herzog, 1944). In this research, one individual
surveyed equated podcasts as a modern version of an audiobook (Perks & Turner, 2019).
Podcasts were viewed as more unique and engaging than any other audio-based medium
available. Newly released episodes on a set schedule and the plethora of varying content is
another variable that drew individuals to consume the media (Perks & Turner, 2019).
Perks and Turner (2019) also discovered that radio was interpreted as boring and
repetitive in contrast to television and podcasts. However, in contrast to television, podcasts
offered the utility of mobility. This allows consumers the option to consume the media in
whatever capacity they choose whether it is in a productive or relaxed capacity. The auditory
nature allows consumers the ability to stimulate themselves at their own preference (Perks &
Turner, 2019).
Customizable Experience
Albarran et al. (2007) offered the term demassification to describe the era of audio
entertainment during the inception of podcasting as a medium. This was used to describe this
time period because consumers were asserting power over the medium to select their desired
content at whatever time they chose. Whether it is the internet, or streaming services, offering
consumers a customized experience is a trend that has become apparent during the digital media
age (Perks & Turner, 2019).
Individuals in this study enjoyed the appeal of podcasting as a medium because they were
able to consume the content at their own discretion. Consumers are able to pick and choose their
content based on whatever mood they may be in, as opposed to being at the mercy of scheduled
programming offered with traditional forms of media (Perks & Turner, 2019).
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Multitasking
Research from Perks and Turner (2019) defined multitasking as listening to podcasts
while having the ability to engage in at least one more activity simultaneously (Jeong &
Fishbein, 2007). Hwang, Kim, and Jeong (2014) state that multitasking can be motivated by
several factors, including efficiency, enjoyment, and habit. Lull (1980) made a similar distinction
when it came to television, as many would have it playing in the background while they
conducted household chores. However, as referenced in the customizable experience section,
podcasts are considered a superior companion, as the content can be specifically chosen and
played at the user’s discretion.
Social Engagement
Interviewees in the Perks and Turner (2019) study not only provided evidence of
parasocial relationships, but they offered their own explanations as to why that dynamic existed
after consuming podcasts. Perks and Turner (2019) state that media companionship can include
parasocial relationships, circumvention of feelings of loneliness, as well as feelings of
sociability. There are a few ways podcast producers can deploy this effect. Some producers share
personal information with their audience, creating a type of emotional bond with them. This
research found that these connections with podcast hosts could be so powerful that listeners
would continue to consume the content even if they did not feel the subject matter was
interesting (Perks & Turner, 2019).
Testing the Results
The qualitative media content analysis can be duplicated by adopting the same method
with the same typology parameters in analyzing other podcast episodes within other genres. To
test the results of this research, a specific genre outside of the sport genre could be investigated
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to see if the results were consistent in reference to gratifications present within the respective
content. It would be interesting to see if the findings were consistent with themes investigated
within this proposed research.
The four themes in which Perks and Turner (2019) categorized gratifications were
storytelling transportation, customizable experiences, and multi-tasking, as well as social
engagement. For this research, only one of the categories is slightly altered by the researcher.
Customizable experience is categorized as Edutainment, a gratification that encapsulates both
information-seeking and entertainment.
Expanded Research
This research could be expanded by extending the sample size to include other genres and
a greater number of episodes analyzed. Perks and Turner (2019) acknowledge that the sample
was small and not very diverse. Perks and Turner (2019) also offer the suggestion that analyzing
qualitative data in a manner that considers emergent and expanded gratifications is essential. The
scholars also acknowledge that as innovation continues, gratifications could become more
elaborate and more apparent. With this considered, they recommend exploring what type of
media demands attention and what releases attention (Perks & Turner, 2019).
Research pertaining to the Uses and Gratifications theory must continue to be expanded
as mediums evolve and technology shifts. Ruggiero (2000) suggested how scholars must be
prepared to expand the current theoretical models of Uses and gratifications. Ruggiero
successfully foreshadowed how media evolvement would provoke a refining process relating to
the Uses and Gratifications Theory. This aligns with Krcmar and Strizhakova’s (2009)
recommendation for Uses and Gratifications scholars to remain flexible as technological
innovation persists.
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Uses and gratifications offer another explanation for changes in media use following the
adoption of new media technologies. According to this perspective, people use media they
believe will help them achieve their goals (Katz et al., 1974). Few media are uniquely capable of
fulfilling all goals, so people select from among functional alternatives or media that can fill
similar goals (Ferguson & Perse, 2000). Researchers of digital media are interested in how the
medium gains and retains users (Barker & Groenne, 1997).
How Content Analysis Research into Sports Podcasting Advances Theory
Performing a content analysis of sports podcasts is a valuable way to expand Uses and
Gratifications research because there is very little research into specific podcasting genres.
Although there has been research dedicated to the medium of podcasting, it is crucial to
understand what content meets audience uses and gratification needs. By strategically generating
content that meets these needs, podcasters may be able to increase their reach and effectiveness
in capturing target audiences. Refining down the research process will offer clarity to the theory
because podcasting is a unique medium that consumers must seek out. The underlying
assumptions of the Uses and Gratifications theory are consistent with the actions necessary for
individuals to consume podcast content. This allows for a unique opportunity to investigate a
medium in a specific capacity that embodies the prerequisites of the foundational theory.
Research Questions
RQ1: What are common themes of top-rated sports podcasts?
Sport is a specific genre within the medium of podcasting. Based on the understanding
that podcast consumers can be drawn to certain niche subjects within the sports genre, this
research aims to uncover those motivations and which subjects, or themes contribute to sustained
success and audience loyalty (McKenzie et al., 2012).
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RQ2: What type of content structures are most consistent in top-rated sports podcasts?
The Uses and Gratifications Theory will be utilized to understand what specific
gratifications derived from the podcasting medium elicit certain responses from consumers
(McClung & Johnson, 2010). If these gratifications can be analyzed through content analysis,
then producers may be able to structure podcasts in a way that satisfies those audience needs.
RQ3: What structural differences are present between the highest-rated sports podcasts to the
lowest-rated sports podcasts?
Blumler (1979) states that media is selected to fill cognitive needs, such as a
customizable, personal experience. This research question aims to identify if there are certain
content themes, or specific subjects that could contribute to audience loyalty.
RQ4: What content should a sports podcast producer include in their podcast to sustain or
increase content consumption?
Wade and Patterson (2015) recommend targeting the most intense and loyal audience
engagement, as opposed to the overall quantity of audience. Podcasting has proliferated as a
medium because it offers an identity rooted in a personalized experience (Perks & Turner, 2019).
Summary
As the medium of podcasting has matured into mainstream relevance, this research
diagnoses what creates a successful podcast within a specific genre. This chapter examined the
progression of podcasting as a medium from its inception to the present day. It outlined why
podcasting provides an opportunity to expand uses and gratifications research by focusing on a
specific genre. Chapter Three will discuss the methodology utilized to investigate podcast
consumption within the sports genre and provide a template that can be duplicated across other
genres if utilized.
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Chapter 3

Chapter One summarized relevant background information about this research examining
gratifications derived from sports podcast consumption. This information included the
background of the research and its modern applicability to the Uses and Gratifications Theory.
The significance of the study was detailed, providing further information on the
sociopsychological tradition in which this research is rooted. The objective of this research is to
identify which gratifications translate to sports podcast consumption. The Uses and
Gratifications Theory assumptions provide a foundation to examine the podcasting medium
because it is a medium that consumers must seek out themselves.
Chapter Two provided a comprehensive analysis of all salient background literature. It
detailed the evolution of podcasting as a medium, statistics detailing the consumption of sports
podcasting, and detailed information referencing the foundational theory and tradition utilized in
this research.
Chapter Three will present the methodological approach utilized in this research. The
design will justify a qualitative content analysis, explain why the design was selected, and
explain the applicability to the theoretical framework of the Uses and Gratifications Theory. The
research questions will be restated from Chapter Two, followed by a section dedicated to
outlining the role of the researcher. Data collection and analysis methods will be detailed,
followed by a section explaining the trustworthiness of the method and ensuing research. Ethical
considerations will be listed to address any applicable conflicts within the research process.
Lastly, this information will be summarized at the conclusion of this chapter.
Design
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Qualitative Research
Qualitative research is a form of inquiry where researchers attempt to interpret social
phenomena. This research accomplishes this through analyzing the transcriptions of podcast
episodes. Specifically, three episodes from the top five sports podcasts are analyzed.
Content Analysis
Content analysis is a research method that makes inferences by systematically and
objectively examining and interpreting the characteristics within texts (Hartman et al., 1967).
Neuman (1997) describes content analysis as a technique for collecting and analyzing the content
of texts and defines content as words, meanings, pictures, symbols, ideas, themes, or any
message that can be communicated. Texts are defined as anything written, visual, or spoken that
serves as a medium for communication.
Berelson (1952) suggests five main objectives of content analysis. The first two
objectives describe the characteristics of message content. One is concerned with describing the
substance characteristics, while the other is concerned with form characteristics. The following
two objectives make inferences to producers of content and audiences of content. The last
objective deals with predicting the effects content have on audiences.
Media Content Analysis
Media content analysis is a specialized sub-set of the well-established content analysis
research methodology (Macnamara, 2005). Media content analysis was originally introduced to
study propaganda in mass media by Harold Lasswell (1927). The content analysis methodology
examines a broad range of texts derived from transcripts of interviews and discussions in clinical
and social research. Within media specifically, it can be distilled down to the narrative and form
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of films, television programs, and marketing content of traditional or digital forms of media
(Macnamara, 2005).
Neuendorf (2002) describes content analysis as the primary message analysis
methodology. Television was the original catalyst for the proliferation of media content analysis
(Macnamara, 2005). The overarching idea that encapsulates the objective of media content
analysis is “who says what, through which channel, to whom, with what effect (Lasswell, 1948)?
This is what this research aims to identify.
Qualitative Media Content Analysis
Shoemaker and Reese (1996) categorize media content analysis into two distinct
traditions: Humanist and behaviorist. Humanist scholars rely on both psychoanalysis and cultural
anthropology to analyze how media content reveals truths about society. This research focuses
on the alternative tradition: Behaviorist. Social scientists widely adopt the primary objective of
the behaviorist approach to content analysis because it concerns itself with the effects that
content produces.
Qualitative content analysis analyzes the relationship between the transcribed text and the
audience likely to consume it. Mcnamara (2005) states that qualitative content analysis
recognizes that media texts are polysemic, defined as verbiage that is open to multiple
interpretations to different readers and attempts to determine how the audience will receive the
message.
Quantitative content analysis often utilizes coders in the research design (Gummer et al.,
2019), the emergent nature of qualitative research provides greater structural freedom (Perks &
Turner, 2019). Since this research is taking the novel approach of exploring how or if the
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production design of a podcast can foster audience gratifications, the researcher’s role as an
explorer is vital. Reliability of the findings will be enhanced through the comparison of results
across top-rated, mid-rated, and low-rated podcasts.
Relation to Uses and Gratifications Theory
The Uses and Gratification Theory assumes that an audience determines their media
selections based on the gratifications they receive from their choices. Berelson’s (1952) last
objective of predicting content’s effect on the audience runs counter to the foundational
assumptions of the theory. This research aims to uncover which characteristics of podcast
content generate sustained popularity within the sport genre, specifically. With that considered,
Berelson’s (1952) initial objective of identifying substance characteristics of message content is
most salient. A qualitative approach to content analysis emphasizes more than the text itself. It
attempts to measure the audience, media, and contextual factors (Macnamara, 2005).
Research Questions
RQ1: What are common themes of top-rated sports podcasts?
RQ2: What type of content structures are most consistent in top-rated sports podcasts?
RQ3: What structural differences are present between the highest rated sports podcasts to the
lowest rated sports podcasts?
RQ4: What content should a sports podcast producer include in their podcast to sustain or
increase content consumption?
Procedures
All podcast episodes were transcribed from audio format to plain text. The software
utilized is OtterAI. This platform allows users to upload extracted audio from Apple Podcasts
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and OtterAI transcribes them completely. The specific podcast episode for each genre is outlined
in the Data Collection section. Confirmability will also be elaborated upon, as the researcher is
the sole instrument of the research and manually confirmed the credibility of the transcriptions
by comparing the transcribed episodes to the original audio. This enabled to the researcher to
capture pauses, timing of humor (if applicable), as well as nuanced terminology or phrases
within the episodes.
The Role of the Researcher
Analyzing data and implementing procedures to instill validity is a central role of the
researcher. For this reason, the researcher will be considered a key instrument that gathers the
data (Creswell, 2014). That researcher is the sole collector of data, examining transcriptions of
podcast episodes in the sport genre.
The role of the researcher is also to maintain self-awareness throughout the research
process (Koch, 1994). To avoid bias, the researcher needs to be open to alternative explanations
when such responses challenge emerging themes (McGhee et al., 2007). Creswell (2014)
believes that presenting “negative or discrepant information” (p. 202) that does not fit the main
themes of research contributes to the validity of the study because it demonstrates integrity. The
researcher must always be focused on the investigation instead of any preconceived notions
stemming from the researcher (Cutcliffe, 2000).
Personal Bias
It is also essential that the researcher discloses any bias relating to the research process.
This researcher is a consumer of several sports podcasts under examination and must work to
maintain objectivity in identifying themes or gratifications within the textual analysis of the
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podcast transcripts. Although the researcher has consumer preferences, data must be examined
and reported objectively to remain uncontaminated by personal podcast preferences (Creswell,
2014).
Data Collection
According to the Apple podcast app, the top-rated, medium-rated, and low-rated ranked
sports podcasts will be transcribed and analyzed to investigate if gratifications can be predicted
through textual analysis. The following episodes from these podcasts are listed and detailed
below.
Sport Genre
Pardon My Take
Pardon My Take is a sports podcast produced by Barstool Sports. This podcast has
consistently been the number one ranked sports podcast in the United States on Apple Podcasts
(Barstool Sports, 2021). The popularity of this podcast is mostly attributed to the hosts’ sense of
humor and parody of other sports talk shows at other networks.
Episode One. Football Is Back, Fastest 2 Minutes + Recapping Every Week 1 NFL
Game. This episode features the fastest two minutes where the hosts summarize every
game in two minutes. The hosts then go into a focused recap of each game before ending
the episode with two recurring segments, Football Guy of the Week and Who’s Back of
the Week (Katz, 2021).
Episode Two. Carmelo Anthony, Wild MNF & Who Wants to Coach USC. This episode
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summarizes an eventful Monday Night Football matchup between the Raiders and
Ravens. They also discuss the Manning broadcast, discuss college football, and have
Carmelo Anthony on for an interview (Katz, 2021).
Episode Three. Daniel Ricciardo, Bear Grylls, WFT Survive TNF & Week 2 Preview.
This episode discusses the Washington Football Team’s victory on Thursday Night
football. They also interview F1 driver Daniel Ricciardo to discuss the season and his
relationship with McLaren. They also host an interview with Bear Grylls who discusses
his upcoming Netflix movie (Katz, 2021).
The Dan Le Batard Show with Stugotz
This sports podcast is hosted by Dan Le Batard and Jon “Stugotz” Weiner. The Dan Le
Batard Show with Stugotz is unique, as it is a daily radio show that is packaged and distributed
as a podcast for further consumption the same day. The theme of this podcast is reviewing the
salient national sports stories of the day.
Episode One. Local Hour: Will We Ever Get Mike Ryan’s Address. This episode discusses
Week 1 performances in the NFL and analyze specifically how Tua Tagovailoa
performed at quarterback in a season opening victory over the Patriots (Le Batard, 2021).
Episode Two. Local Hour: Over/ Under 15 Years for Stugotz. This episode discusses Greg
Cote’s trip to Foxborough, the Met Gala, and Tua. They also discuss the Manning
broadcast on Monday Night Football (Le Batard, 2021).
Episode Three. Local Hour: I’m a Miranda. This episode the hosts interview Amin Elhassan
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who discusses what is was like growing up in Christian High Schools. They then discuss
Elhassan’s athletic achievements as well as It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia (Le
Batard, 2021).
The Bill Simmons Podcast
The Bill Simmons podcast is hosted by Bill Simmons, who is a sports analyst who
founded his own website, The Ringer. Simmons is best known for his contributions to ESPN and
is well-known for combining sports talking points with pop-culture references, and occasionally
discussing his personal life.
Episode One. Stinky Rodgers, Week 1 Overreactions, Guess the Lines, and Parent Corner With
Cousin Sal and Jimmy Kimmel. This episode discusses Week 1 results in the NFL, before
a segment where Bill Simmons and Cousin Sal guess the betting lines for Week 2. Jimmy
Kimmel then joins the podcast to discuss the ESPN documentary he is working on about
the 1986 Mets (Simmons, 2021).
Episode Two. RIP Norm Macdonald. Plus, the McCourty Twins and Bill’s Favorite Actor, Jon
Bernthal. This episode remembers Norm Macdonald by having on Simmons’ longtime
friend Daniel Kellison. Simmons then interviews the McCourty twins about what it is like
to be brother who both won Super Bowls. Finally, the podcasts concludes with an
interview with Jon Bernthal, who starred in The Walking Dead and Punisher (Simmons,
2021).
Episode Three. Red-Hot Million-Dollar Picks, the Manning’s, and Fantasy Strategies with Peter
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Schrager, Bryan Curtis, and Craig Horlbeck. This episode, Simmons has Bryan McCurtis
on to discuss the Manning Broadcast on Monday Night Football (Simmons, 2021). Peter
Schrager then joins the show to talk about Week 2 gambling picks.
The Pat McAfee Show 2.0
The Pat McAfee Show 2.0 is hosted by former NFL punter Pat McAfee. McAfee is best
known for his humor and personal accounts of life in the NFL. He utilizes his relationships
among past and current players to provide a unique perspective into the sports world.
Episode One. OVERREACTION MONDAY, NFL Week 1 Recap, Buccaneers QB Coach
Clyde Christensen, Saints LB Demario Davis, & Darius Butler. McAfee hosts several
individuals for interviews to discuss Week 1 NFL overreactions. (McAfee, 2021).
Episode Two. Monday Night Manning Recap, Aaron Rodgers Tuesday, Michael Lombardi,
Matt “Cass Dogg” Cassel, & AJ Hawk. This discusses the Manning broadcast, then hosts
interviews with Michael Lombardi, Matt Cassel, and AJ Hawk (McAfee, 2021).
Episode Three. Aaron Rodgers Tuesday Reactions, Coach Us Up with Chuck Pagano, Minkah
Fitzpatrick, & AFC Special Teams Player of the Week Evan McPhearson. This episode
discusses Aaron Rodgers while also hosting Chuck Pagano, Minkah Fitzpatrick, and
Bengal’s kicker Evan McPhearson (McAfee, 2021).
The Ryen Russillo Podcast
The Ryen Russillo Podcast is hosted by former ESPN radio personality Ryen Russillo.
Russillo breaks down the most important topics in sports, while using his relationships built at
ESPN to host engaging interviews with those in the sports industry. His personality of dry humor
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and wit is what he is primarily known for, while often engaging with fans who email questions
into the show.
Episode One. Trend Dilfer on Rodgers, Hope for Winston, and More from NFL Week 1, Plus
CFB Observations. Russillo begins the show by discussing the most significant Week 1
takeaways from the NFL. He then talks about college football and interviews Trent Dilfer
about what he thought about the first week of the NFL season (Russillo, 2021).
Episode Two. Scott Van Pelt on College Football, Life, and Norm Macdonald, Plus Going
Abroad With Kevin Clark. On this episode, Russillo connects with former radio partner
Scott Van Pelt and they discuss their relationship after discussing the college football
landscape. They end the episode by discussing Formula 1 (Russillo, 2021).
Episode Three. Danny Kannell on Ohio State, the USC job and a Wild CFB Idea, Plus Should
We Be Nicer? This episode begins with Russillo’s thoughts on the evolvement of athlete
criticism. He then interviews Danny Kannell who discusses his current attitudes towards
college football, the USC job, and Urban Meyer (Russillo, 2021).
The BIG Podcast with Shaq
This sports podcast is hosted by Shaquille O’Neal, Spice Adams, and Nischelle Turner.
They have topical debates on the most salient sports topics of the day, while bringing in an
occasional celebrity guest to further their discussions.
Episode One. The Big Commando | Charles Barkley. Shaq and Chuck are at it again as Charles
Barkley makes his debut appearance on The BIG Podcast. They discuss their thoughts on
the Ben Simmons trade situation as well as the NBA’s 75 greatest players in league
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history list. Nischelle introduce a new game that has Shaq and Chuck pointing fingers
(Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Two. The Big Boom | Tyler Hero. Miami Heat guard Tyler Hero joins the podcast to
tell his side of a viral video and to get parenting advice from Shaw and Spice. Shaq does
not hold back on his thoughts regarding the evolving Ben Simmons situation out of
Philadelphia, Evander Holyfield, and dating a loosely-related family member. Nischelle,
inspired by the Emmy’s, tries to get Shaq to announce his first Shaqy award (Apple
Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Three. The Big Kid | Dr. Lucille O’Neal. Shaq interviews his mom during this episode,
as she is revealed as the surprise guest. The mother-son duo share stories, laugh, and
provide advice on how to dream big. Shaq concludes the episode by discussing his
opinions on the vaccine regulations in sports, along with Spice and Nischelle. Nischelle
ends the episode by playing “would you rather” (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
The Odd Couple with Chris Broussard & Rob Parker
This sports podcast is hosted by Fox Sports personalities Chris Broussard and Rob
Parker. They provide listeners with a diverse set of opinions related to the most important and
pressing sports topics of the day (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode One. Not a Good Look for Aaron Rodgers + Sirius XM NFL Radio Host Solomon
Wilcots. Chris and Rob discuss the optics surrounding Aaron Roder’s ugly performance
in week 1 after his dramatic offseason antics. They also discuss why Lamar Jackson
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should get his contract done before he gets too deep into the NFL season. Wilson drops
by to share his thoughts on Aaron Rodgers and Joe Burrow (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Two. Lamar Jackson is Why the Ravens lost + Former NFL Lineman Ephraim Salaam.
Chris and Rob debate whether or not Lamar Jackson’s turnovers is the reason why the
Baltimore Ravens lost to the Raider on Monday Night. Rob releases his Week 1 Power
Rankings and then they discuss Lamar Jackson and Aaron Rodgers with Ephraim Salaam
(Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Three. Urban Meyer May Have a Wondering Eye + Former NFL Quarterback Rodney
Pete. Chris and Rob take Urban Meyer to task for his half-hearted denial when it came to
his interest in the USC head coaching vacancy. They also discuss LeBron James passing
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar on the NBA’s all time scoring list and why it will not help his case
against Michael Jordan. Rodney Pete discusses what it is like to vacation with Magic
Johnson, why he likes Eric Bienemy as the next head coach at USC, and why the LA
Rams felt compelled to trade for Matthew Stafford (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Keyshawn, JWill, & Max Show
This sports podcast is hosted by Keyshawn Johnson, Jason Williams, and Max
Kellerman. The ESPN employees take the audience through the most important sports stories
unfolding during the week and provide information and analysis to the topics of discussion
(Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode One. Ramming Over the Bears. Keyshawn, Jay, and Max open the show talking about
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the Rams beating the Bears, Matthew Stafford’s performance, and the Saints dominant
victory over the Packers, while recapping other NFL Week 1 matchups (Apple Podcasts,
2021).
Episode Two. A Wild MNF Ending. Max is still trying to figure out how to watch sports, while
waking up at three in the morning for the show. The hosts also discuss the second half of
the Raiders/ Ravens game. They discuss Derek Carr’s performance, while Keyshawn
closes by discussing USC firing their head coach. NFL Insider Dan Graziano also joins
the show to discuss Hot News or Not News (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Three. Great Expectations? Kayshawn, Jay, and Max discuss which 0-1 team should be
most concerned. They also discuss whose performance most reflects their true reality
between Carson Wentz and Jalen Hurts. They close by speculating on what the Green
Bay Packer’s expectations for the season should be moving forward (Apple Podcasts,
2021).
Bussin’ with The Boys
This sports podcast is hosted by former NFL players Will Compton and Taylor Lewan.
The hosts take you through the topical sports stories of the week, while sharing inside
information and perspectives that only former players would know (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode One. Jeffery Simmons. Jeffery Simmons is a current defensive end for the Tennessee
Titans. The hosts discuss his upbringing in Mississippi and why, as a five-star recruit, he
chose Mississippi State over traditional powerhouse schools like Alabama or Ohio State.
They then get into a humorous discussion on who the best Tennessee Titan is, before
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discussing other NFL players and what to expect as the season unfolds. (Apple Podcasts,
2021).
Episode Two. Spencer Lee Interview, Titans Win, Raiders Win, Nebraska’s Moral Victory. The
NFL Week was reviewed and recapped before National Champion wrestler, Spencer Lee
was interviewed. Spencer Lee is a Barstool Athlete who wrestlers for the University of
Nebraska. The hosts then review the upcoming college football slate (Apple Podcasts,
2021).
Episode Three. Dad Returns, Titans Win, Raiders Win, Rivalry Talk. The hosts discuss another
great weekend of NFL and college football. The hosts then discuss their alma maters and
what rivalry games mean to them. (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
SVPod
This sports podcast is hosted by popular SportsCenter anchor and ESPN Personality Scott
Van Pelt. He takes the audience through long-form interviews, commentary, and expanded
conversation from his late-night show on ESPN (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode One. USC is the Hard Rock of the 90’s. SVP and Stanford Steve react to the firing of
Clay Helton from USC. They then recap the NFL week while discussing why it is
difficult to play for the Chiefs. SVP ends the episode by telling a certain fanbase to calm
down (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Two. I’m Wicket Famous. This episode discuss the Ryder Cup, what to expect this
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weekend, and how Brooks and Bryson will handle being on the same team. SVP
discusses a theory he has on Tom Brady, the biggest threat in the NFC to Tampa Bay,
and other NFL games. (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Three. Let Us In! SVP discusses the best teams in the NFC and AFC, why Matt Corral
is Johny Manziel 2.0, and why SVP wants classes cancelled on Friday. This episode
closes with discussing how people will view Bryson DeChambeau after the Ryder Cup
(Apple Podcasts, 2021).
The PFF NFL Podcast
This sports podcast is hosted by Steve Palazzolo and Sam Monson. The hosts bring a
unique perspective, as they discuss metrics that are proprietary to Pro Football Focus. These
insights provide an audience with an exclusive perspective that cannot be found anywhere else
(Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode One. Week 1 Review. The hosts discuss and dissect the NFL games and results from
Week 1 of the NFL season (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Two. What have we learned from NFL Week 1? Diving into analytics with Eric Eager.
This episode discusses what insights were derived from the first week of NFL games.
They bring on analytic expert Eric Eager to weigh-in. (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Three. Week 2 NFL Review. This episode discusses the Week 2 games of the NFL.
season (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Three. Cam Newton Opportunity? The best game in NFL Week 2, The Raiders are real,
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and the Fabulous Five Rookies. The hosts discuss the Thursday Night Football matchup
before turning to discussing Cam Newton’s future. The hosts then discuss fantasy
football strategy before turning to a segment where they analyze the fabulous five rookies
(Apple Podcasts, 2021).
The Good Morning Football Podcast
This sports podcast is hosted Kay Adams, Peter Schrager, and Kyle Brant. The hosts
cover all NFL topics from the draft, to training camp, to gameday. This podcast is converted
from Good Morning Football, which is a morning television show on the NFL Network (Apple
Podcasts, 2021).
Episode One. NFL Week One, Chiefs comeback, Jameis Winston leads the Saints and a
disappointing start for the Packers. The hosts discuss all the surprises and
disappointments from Week 1 of the NFL season. They also provide insight into all
rookie quarterback performances before Nate Burleson drops by the show to discuss
Jameis Winston leading the Saints to a eye-opening victory against the Packers (Apple
Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Two. Raiders-Ravens recap; Rodger Goodell; Liar, Liar Pants on Fire; Power Rankings.
This episode discusses the thrilling Monday Night Football game between the Raiders
and Ravens. MJ Acosta-Ruiz is joined by NFL Commissioner Rodger Goodell to talk
about the monumental move to LA and then the crew jumps into early NFL power
rankings. (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Three. Cam Newton Opportunity? The best game in NFL Week 2, The Raiders are real,
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and the Fabulous Five Rookies. The hosts discuss the Thursday Night Football matchup
before turning to discussing Cam Newton’s future. The hosts then discuss fantasy
football strategy before turning to a segment where they analyze the fabulous five rookies
(Apple Podcasts, 2021).
The Jim Rome Show
This sports podcast is hosted notable sports personality Jim Rome. This podcast covers
the most important topics within the world of sports (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode One. 9/13/2021. NFL Week 1 Reaction | Sewage Leak in DC | Saints And Jameis
Destroying the Packers (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Two. 9/14/2021. Ravens vs. Raiders Reaction | MNF Reaction | Jeremy Chinn
(Panthers) Interview (Apple Podcasts, 2021). (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Three. 9/15/2021. Urb-SC Rumors Shot Down by Shelley Meyer | Urb And Shelley
Reaction | Braxton Burmeister (Virginia Tech) Interview (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Stanford Steve & The Bear
This sports podcast is hosted by “Stanford” Steve Coughlin and Chris “The Bear” Falica.
They cover the world of sports, while emphasizing sports betting. (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode One. White Out. Stanford Steve and The Bear take a look at Clay Helton getting fired
and what that means for the future of the football program at the University of Southern
California. This also discuss what this season holds for Ohio State and if they can fix
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their defense. Plus, a preview of this week’s college games that includes Auburn at Penn
State, Cincinnati at Indiana, and OU vs. Nebraska (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Two. Stay Away. Stanford Steve and The Bear discuss who the best non-power 5 team
is and recap other college games for the week. They then talk about how there are no
great matchup games for the week, but plenty to bet on and which you should avoid
(Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Three. Rally The Troops. Stanford Steve and The Bear discuss who they know the
most about between OU, Arkansas, and Ole Miss. They talk about whether Michigan is a
legitimate threat or not, while closing with how to bet double-digit favorites (Apple
Podcasts, 2021).
Two pros and a Cup of Joe
This sports podcast is hosted by former All-American football stars and first-round NFL
draft pick Lavar Arrington and Brady Quin. The third host is Jonas Knox and they typically
produce episodes that are both informative and unfiltered (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode One. The Loveable Jameis. The hosts begin be recapping the first week of the NFl
season. They dive into the Browns-Chiefs game and discuss how Jameis Winston could
be a catalyst for the Saints (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Episode Two. Carr Saves Quinn’s Ass. The hosts react to the insane game between the Raiders
and Ravens. They also dive into the USC situation regarding the firing of Clay Helton.
The show closes with the hosts playing an Allegiant Stadium concession price game
(Apple Podcasts, 2021).
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Episode Three. Bouncing Ball, Ball. The hosts jump into the comments from Aaron Rodgers
about throwing interceptions due to getting hit in the groin. They then talk about learning
experiences in the NFL. Shannon Spake joins the show where they discuss early-season
quarterback play (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Data Analysis
When analyzing the transcripts, the text was analyzed to determine if the content contains
verbiage that elicits specific themes derived from four uses and gratifications qualitative
frameworks (Whiting & Williams, 2013), which fall into the categories outlined by Perks and
Turner’s (2019) Podcast research into gratifications. These four main categories include
storytelling transportation, edutainment, and multi-tasking, as well as social engagement.
The combination of frameworks which contribute to subthemes within the four main
categories of this research were contributed by Palmgreen and Rayburn (1979), Korgaonkar and
Wolin (1999), Papacharissi and Rubin (2000), and Ko et al., (2005). Palmgreen and Rayburn
(1979) contribute to media content analysis because they measured uses and gratifications based
on television consumption. The researchers provide salient contributions to the Uses and
Gratifications Theory because they developed gratifications that could be expanded and applied
to digital media. The combination of these contributions offers a comprehensive scale to measure
gratifications about podcast medium consumption. The seven subthemes include information
seeking, time occupation, entertainment, relaxation (or escapism), community utility, and
convenience utility (Whiting & Williams, 2013).
Storytelling Transportation
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Storytelling transportation will be identified by podcast content where the host, or a guest
of the host, tells a story to the audience, taking them on a journey. Storytelling within podcasts
has been described as a more engaging audiobook (Perks & Turner, 2019). Pennington (2016)
has also discussed how storytelling within the sport genre can make content more entertaining
and compelling.
Time Occupation
Time occupation is a theme within the Uses and Gratifications theory that describes
media use as a method for consumers to relieve boredom (Whiting & Williams, 2013). This
theme was first developed by Palmgreen and Rayburn (1979) when they discovered audiences
watching television because “they had nothing better to do”.
Relaxation
The theme of relaxation is defined as using digital media to relieve daily stressors
(Whiting & Williams, 2013). Palmgreen and Rayburn (1979) included this theme in their Uses
and Gratifications research when investigating television consumption. Korgaonkar and Wolin
(1999) included the concept of relaxation in their entertainment theme. However, this research
will utilize Palmgreen and Rayburn's (1979) framework, as a distinction must be made between
the two themes. Relaxation focuses on relief, while entertainment provides the gratification of
enjoyment (Whiting & Williams, 2013).
Edutainment
The theme of edutainment will be identified whenever information is shared or
entertaining anecdotes are discussed within a podcast episode. These sources of content will be
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identified by the researcher through transcripts. However, the researcher will also listen back
through each episode to ensure that the tone of the voices are also considered.
Information Seeking
Papacharissi and Rubin’s (2000) research concentrates on digital media, specifically
internet usage. Korgaonkar and Wolin (1999) utilized a similar construct towards digital media
called information motivation, defined as how consumers use digital media for self-education
and information. For the sake of this research, this category includes both information seeking
and self-education (Whiting & Williams, 2013).
Entertainment
Entertainment is defined as using digital media for entertainment and enjoyment, which
was developed in Uses and Gratifications research by Palmgreen and Rayburn (1979) and
Papacharissi and Rubin (2000). Korgaonkar and Wolin (1999) provided insight into a related
element called escapism, defined as using digital media for pleasure, fun, and enjoyment.
Multi-tasking
Multi-tasking will be identified by analyzing the consistencies across each sports podcast
episode. The greater the consistency is between episodes, the more likely individuals will be to
utilize the expectant variable of the content to engage in multi-tasking.
Mobility
Podcasts offered the utility of mobility. This allows consumers the option to consume the
media in whatever capacity they choose, whether it is in a productive or relaxed capacity. The
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auditory nature allows consumers the ability to stimulate themselves at their own preference
(Perks & Turner, 2019).
Convenience Utility
Convenience utility is defined as the capability of technology to provide convenience for
those who use it (Whiting & Williams, 2013). Korgaonkar and Wolin (1999) researched the
convenience of online shopping, while Papacharissi and Rubin (2000) provided a more general
description of digital media use that makes life easier on the individual engaged with it. If
consistencies within podcast structure can be identified, this may emphasize a greater likelihood
for consumers to multi-task while engaged with the content.
Social Engagement and Familiarity
Communication Utility
Communication utility is a theme defined as communication that provides sharable
information with others (Whiting & Williams, 2013). Korgaonkar and Wolin (1999) had a
similar theme: they labeled socialization motivation regarding digital media use. This theme
describes information derived from a medium that provides actionable, helpful information to
promote interpersonal communication.
The researcher hypothesizes that these gratifications can all be distilled under the
familiarity category if certain episodes offer familiarity of formatting. This would include
replicable segments within the podcast, repetition of certain content, or the revisiting of previous
content from other episodes. Recurring content within these popular sports podcasts would offer
social engagement opportunities, as these podcasts are heavily consumed across the United
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States, which may offer opportunities between friends, colleagues, and acquaintances
opportunities for common sports discussion.
Trustworthiness of this Study
Lincoln and Guba (1985) use trustworthiness to describe findings that are “worth paying
attention to” in qualitative inquiry. The findings of this research will be identified using
transcribed podcast episodes. Qualitative content analysis is often applied to verbal data, such as
transcribed audio media (Schreier, 2012). To ensure trustworthiness, Lincoln and Guba (1985)
outline four criteria for assessing the trustworthiness of qualitative research, ensuring the process
of content analysis is reported accurately. These criteria are credibility, dependability,
confirmability, and transferability.
Credibility
In qualitative content analysis, the appropriate method must be selected to ensure the
credibility of the content analysis (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004). The method utilized by this
research is a qualitative content analysis of top-rated, medium-rated, and low-rated podcast
episodes within the sport genre (according to Apple Podcast rankings). Three episodes of each
podcast are transcribed using OtterAI software. It is also vital that the researcher discloses that
there is always some degree of interpretation by the researcher when analyzing text (Graneheim
& Lundman, 2004). Concerning media contexts, Luckman (1966) suggests that even the most
scientific methods cannot guarantee complete objectivity. This is because media texts can be
open to varying interpretations, so consistency in conclusions derived can never be universally
determined.
Dependability & Confirmability
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Dependability refers to data stability over time and under different conditions (Elo et al.,
2014). The concept of dependability applies to this research because the sport genre is seasonal
and encompasses several major and amateur-level sports. The subject matter of podcasts and the
popularity of whatever sports are being emphasized can directly correlate to consumption.
Therefore all podcast episodes being examined will be episodes that occurred within the first
three weeks of the NFL regular season commencing. An objective of this methodology is to
demonstrate that the stability of data is consistent over time. For this reason, identifying the
principles and criteria in the content analysis is important (Moretti et al., 2011).
Confirmability relates to the objectivity, or the potential for congruence between two or
more interdependent people about the data’s accuracy, relevance, or meaning (Elo et al., 2014).
Due to a sole researcher conducting this study, the researcher confirmed the transcriptions of the
audio are consistent with the podcast themselves, as the researcher also compared the
transcriptions to their own listening experience, episode-by-episode. This analysis served as a
basis for consistency within the research as a whole. Confirmability of findings ensures that the
data accurately represents the textual analysis provided (Polit & Beck, 2012).
Transferability
Transferability is a term used to describe the potential for extrapolation (Elo et al., 2014).
As referenced in the confirmability section, this research is confined to the sport genre. However,
areas of expansion using the model identified in this chapter could be used to identify
consistencies or inconsistencies within other specific podcast genres. Expanding the sample to
other genres is essential in demonstrating that the researcher analyzes transcribed texts as
objectively as possible (Polit & Beck, 2012).
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Summary

Chapter Three provides information explaining the qualitative methodology utilized in
gratifications derived from sports media consumption. This chapter details how the theoretical
framework of the Uses and Gratifications theory can contribute to understanding podcast
consumption through media content analysis. Research questions are reintroduced, followed by
the procedural steps necessary to bring this research to fruition. The role of the researcher, data
collection, and analysis methods was covered, followed by stating the parameters put in place to
maintain integrity within the research process.
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Chapter 4

Chapter One summarized salient background information on the Uses and Gratifications
Theory, as well as its modern applicability within this research of sports podcast consumption.
Chapter One also provides further information demonstrating how the research is grounded in
the sociopsychological tradition.
Chapter Two provides a comprehensive analysis of relevant background literature.
Chapter Two also details the progression of podcasting as a medium, current statistics and
historical trends of the medium, and further information explaining the foundational theory and
tradition utilized within the research.
Chapter Three outlined the methodological approach of this qualitative content analysis.
It provides a justification for this approach, as well as a restatement of the research questions.
Chapter Three also reviews the data collection and analysis procedures, followed by a section
explaining the reliability of the methodology.
Chapter Four details the results of data collection through the prism of the research
questions. It discusses the detailed findings of common themes of top-rated sports podcasts and
an analysis of the content structures of top-rated sports podcasts. Chapter Four also details a
comparative analysis of content structures between the top-rated and bottom-rated sports
podcasts, as well as a recommendation of what content sports podcasts should include in their
production to promote sustained or increased consumption.
Sample
As outlined in Chapter Three, the data collection procedure included a sample of 45
podcast episodes from 15 total podcasts. Each podcast sampled had had three episodes analyzed
within this qualitative media content analysis, totaling 54 hours of audio time. This audio was
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transcribed using Otter AI software, resulting in over 1,200 pages of audio transcripts. These
transcripts were reviewed for accuracy by the researcher by manually listening to the audio and
comparing it the transcriptions. All podcast rankings were derived from the rankings found on
the Apple Podcast application. Apple Podcasts lists approximately 200 total podcasts in the
ranking for sports podcasts. The podcasts that are considered top-rated were consistently ranked
in the top ten. The podcasts sampled that are medium-rated were ranked consistently between 95
and 105. The low-rated podcasts were ranked in the 190-200 range.
The Top-Rated Sports Podcasts that contributed to the findings of this research were The
Ryen Russillo Podcast, The Bill Simmons Podcast, and Pardon My Take.
The Medium-Rated Sports Podcasts that contributed to the findings of this research
included Bussin’ with the Boys, SVPod, and the BIG Podcast with Shaq.
The Low-Rated Sports Podcasts that contributed to the findings of this research were the
Pro Football Focus NFL Podcast, The Good Morning Football Podcast, and Stanford Steve and
the Bear.
Each of these nine podcasts were instrumental in drawing distinctions in podcast
structures, and ultimately demonstrating how opportunities for gratifications are derived from
themes within these structures.
Outliers Within the Sample
There were two podcasts in each category that upon review, will be considered outliers
within this research. They are considered outliers within the research because unlike the
aforementioned podcasts in each category that post their entire episodes, these podcasts segment
each episode into three separate hours and post them individually.
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This strategy may be used to generate more downloads per episode. For example, an
episode of Pardon My Take typically runs 2-3 hours per episode. They only earn one click per
episode, as they post the entire episode without segmenting the content. However, another toprated podcast identified in this sample is The Dan Le Batard Show with Stugotz. Instead of
posting their episodes in their entirety, they segment them out and post 3-4 daily 30-40 minute
episodes. That way, to listen to their entire show, they generate several downloads, instead of a
single download.
For this reason, the researcher believes this impacts the data associated with Apple
Podcast rankings and has discarded the following podcasts from the sample accordingly:
The Top-Rated sports podcasts that fall into this category was The Dan Le Batard Show
with Stugotz and The Pat McAfee Show 2.0.
The Medium-Rated sports podcasts that fall into this category was The Keyshawn, JWill,
and Max Show, as well as The Odd Couple with Chris Broussard and Rob Parker.
The Low-Rated sports podcasts that fall into this category was The Jim Rome Show and
Two Pros and a Cup of Joe.
Production Analysis: Top-Rated Sports Podcasts
This section provides an overview of the production of the top-rated sports podcasts.
Each podcast will have a graphic detailing the overall structure of the podcast, illustrating what
content structures are included, or excluded from each respective production. This information
then details information on the host and the tone and personality of the production. This
information is provided to orient the reader to the overall feel of the podcast production.
Interpretations of each show’s personality and tone is also elaborated upon. This analysis is the
perspective of the researcher, as the researcher’s analysis is an instrument within this qualitative
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media content analysis. The reader may have a different interpretation of the content, but this
research is grounded in the observations and impressions of the researcher.
Top-Rated Podcast #1: The Ryan Russillo Podcast
The Ryen Russillo Podcast is a top-rated sports podcast hosted by Ryen Russillo and
produced by Steve Ceruti and Kyle Crichton. This podcast is on The Ringer network, a sports
and pop culture website created by Bill Simmons and bought out by Spotify in 2020 (Russillo,
2021).
Ryen Russillo rose to notoriety during his tenure at ESPN, where he was featured on
ESPN radio for nearly a decade. Most notably, Russillo was the cohost with Scott Van Pelt on
SVP & Russillo. When Scott Van Pelt moved on from the show, Danny Kannell joined Russillo,
and the show was renamed Russillo & Kannell. Since he departed from ESPN, Russillo has been
a full-time sports media personality and hosting his podcast (Russillo, 2021).
Figure 1: Content Structures: The Ryen Russillo Podcast

Host Dynamic
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Apart from interviews and the concluding segment, Life Advice, Ryen Russillo almost
exclusively speaks to the audience himself. Each podcast begins with an overview of the podcast,
followed by introductory music. After the intro music concludes, he starts each podcast with an
Open. This open segment typically includes an opening segment on a particular subject salient to
the current sports landscape. His opens are current, thorough, thoughtful, and engaging.
Following the open, Russillo typically interviews a guest. During the interviews, Russillo
has questions for the subject but often finds a natural and organic lead-in to disarm the guest. He
usually gives a compliment or utilizes his subtle humor to start the interview off on a positive
note and put the guest at ease. Another aspect of this podcast is the range of guests that appear on
the show. One might expect that only those associated with the sports world, such as athletes,
coaches, and general managers, would be featured. However, Russillo has guests outside of
sports, such as screenwriters, scientists, comedians, and authors. This sort of variety with guests
featured on the show provides a different dimension that other sports podcasts do not.
The concluding segment is a signature segment of the show: Life Advice. The segment
involves answering questions or providing advice to those in the audience who email into the
show. Life Advice does include contributions from the show’s producers, Steve Ceruti and Kyle
Crichton. The producers select a few emails, and Russillo, Ceruti, and Crichton collectively
respond to the audience's emails. During this segment, Russillo, Ceruti, and Crichton typically
respond to three emails and thoroughly respond from as many angles as they can think of to help
the respective member of the audience. The three have great chemistry, and this segment is a
very entertaining way to end the show. Life Advice is often filled with humor, as Russillo, Ceruti,
and Crichton reflect on the audience’s emails while relating their questions to their own lives and
stories.
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Personality & Tone
Ryen Russillo's unique style distinguishes him from his contemporaries in the sports
media landscape. He is thoughtful and insightful without the hubris found in many other
podcasts. Russillo is often self-deprecating and is not afraid to admit when he has been wrong in
the past. Further, he rarely commits to opinions without letting the audience know that he could
be wrong. This sense of humility is a rarity among all the podcasts analyzed. Due to these
qualities, I think he has built trust with a sustained audience that relies on their belief that he
always comes from an honest place. He treats his guests he interviews the same way he treats his
general audience. There is an authenticity that seems to permeate the show because of Russillo’s
transparency. Russillo also has a sharp wit and a honed sense of humor that can provoke laughter
at any moment during his podcasts. He can pivot, reflect, and transition at any moment while
keeping the main points of his topic salient and entertaining for the audience.
Top-Rated Podcast #2: Pardon My Take
Pardon My Take is consistently the number one ranked sports podcast in the United
States (Barstool Sports, 2021). It is produced by the sports media company, Barstool Sports and
releases episodes every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Pardon My Take began when Barstool
Sports bloggers, Dan Katz and Eric Sollenberger, decided to satirize popular sports debate shows
on ESPN such as First Take and Pardon the Interruption. Unlike the professionally produced
shows on ESPN, Pardon My Take rose to prominence due to its sense of humor, easy-going
nature, and lack of professional refinement. The success of this podcast demonstrates how the
sports genre can be diversified to include other elements aside from strict professional formality
in sports journalism. The humor and satirical nature of this podcasts is a catalyst for its sustained
success and can be an example to other podcasts existing in other genres.
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Podcast Structure
Figure 2: Content Structures: Pardon My Take

Host Dynamic
Pardon My Take is hosted by “Barstool Big Cat” and “PFT Commenter”. These are the
popular nicknames of the hosts, Dan Katz and Eric Sollenberger. Within Barstool Sports, Big
Cat and PFT Commenter are among the most popular sports personalities in the organization.
Together, along with producer Hank Lockwood, they have made up the central core of the show
through its existence.
Big Cat is the main host of the show. He opens each episode with the date and then
provides a verbal table of contents for what is to come during the episode. As Big Cat is
explaining the content of the episode, PFT will often interject to add a detail or comment on
what’s to come. Although Big Cat leads the episodes, him and PFT have a great chemistry where
one can contribute at any moment without jeopardizing the continuity of the production. Their
shared humor and overall chemistry allow the show to unfold seamlessly.
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After the overview, they play their theme music, which is Electric Avenue by Eddy
Grant. After the introductory music concludes, they open with a brief synopsis of the topical
stories of the sports world. This is often met with their trademark sense of humor, where they go
back and forth finding the humor, or pointing out the absurdities of what is unfolding in the
sports world.
After reviewing the current sports topics, they often have a guest interview. Like the
other top-rated sports podcasts, Pardon My Take does not limit its interviews to those in the
sports world. Their humor has permeated throughout sports and popular culture, which has
allowed them to have guests on their shows that other sports podcasts would not attempt to get.
Their brand of sports entertainment has allowed for their guest interviews to be more entertaining
than other podcasts. Because humor is such a central part of their content, guests often come in
disarmed and excited for something different than a normal, standard interview. Due to this, the
audience is more likely to be exposed to other parts of these guests’ personalities that aren’t
readily available through standard interviews.
After these interviews, they typically have a few recurring segments, such as Guys on
Chicks, Hot Seat, Cool Throne, or Fyre Fest. Guys on Chicks is a segment where female
audience members email into the show and ask them questions. The satirical aspect of this
segment is they act like because they are guys, they are experts on all things women and then
provide them with answers to their questions. Hot Seat, Cool Throne is a segment where they
name something that is “on the hot seat” or in jeopardy in some sort of way and then offer up
something that is rising in popularity. Fyre Fest is a segment named after a Netflix documentary
titled, Fyre, which chronicled a festival that was exposed as a scam. In this segment, the guys
typically discuss something unfortunate that happened or is happening in their lives.
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Personality & Tone
The brilliance of Pardon My Take is their ability to satirize different topics. They do this
by coming up with their own embellished conclusions or developing absurd hypotheses that
should never be taken seriously in other contexts. However, they are satirizing journalists and
personalities within sports media, who often inadvertently come up with ridiculous “hot takes” –
or extreme, controversial opinions – which are often irrational, or ridiculous in nature.
PFT Commenter generally contributes to the more controversial, albeit tongue-in-cheek,
opinions during episodes of Pardon My Take. Listeners of the show, or those who consume clips
of the show on social media may interpret these opinions as controversial, but long-standing
listeners of the show understand these opinions are parody. Before Pardon My Take was
established, PFT and Big Cat were bloggers for Barstool Sports. PFT’s name was developed as a
parody of those in sport website comment sections (Katz, 2021). Specifically, PFT stands for Pro
Football Talk – a website dedicated to analyzing the NFL. His pseudonym, Pro Football Talk
Commenter, is a parody designed to satirize the crazy NFL fans found in comment sections
online (Katz, 2021). His rise in popularity as an online personality is due to half the audience
knowing they were in on the joke, and other online users not knowing what he was saying was
satire. One side finds him hilarious, while the other side finds him infuriating (Katz, 2021).
As PFT Commenter rose in prominence and his identity was revealed, he continued to
find humor in different sports topics. However, his ability to navigate these topics with humor
continues to provide great entertainment to those tuning into the show. Big Cat is also great at
exacerbating such absurd points, which makes their relationship a great catalyst for an
entertaining podcast.
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With that said, this podcast – along with being relentlessly funny – is also endearing.
Both Barstool Big Cat and PFT Commenter are very transparent with the audience in terms of
what they think and when they could be wrong. They are often very self-deprecating and often
express their gratitude for the audience. PFT Commenter, specifically, always ends each podcast
episode with “love you guys.”
The unique combination of humor, sports knowledge, production chemistry, and overall
emotional intelligence makes it clear how Pardon My Take has reigned highest on the charts
among sports podcasts.
Top-Rated Podcast #3: The Bill Simmons Podcast
The Bill Simmons Podcast is a podcast on The Ringer network, which is a sports and popculture website founded by Bill Simmons. Simmons founded The Ringer after departing from
ESPN. Simmons hosts his podcast, which combines his sports knowledge and pop-culture
references, while also speaking about his personal life. The Bill Simmons Podcast is one of the
most downloaded sports podcasts, which includes featured guests such as athletes and celebrities
(Simmons, 2021). A distinguishing feature of Bill Simmons as a podcast host is that he –
financially speaking – does not need to podcast. Spotify bought out The Ringer for $200 million,
making Bill Simmons the first podcaster to appear on the Forbes 100. Spotify also hired
Simmons to lead their global sports strategy (Shapiro, 2022).
Podcast Structure
Figure 3: Content Structures: The Bill Simmons Podcast
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Host Dynamic
Bill Simmons typically opens the show by providing a roadmap to each episode. Because
he continues to run his podcast network, he also plugs several different podcasts and reviews
what they are discussing on that week. After he concludes discussing the other podcasts, his
attention shifts back to his where he queues the introductory music by stating, “but first, Pearl
Jam.”
After the Pearl Jam sample, he begins his opening remarks about the salient sports topics.
Sometimes he picks one topic and focuses on it specifically. These opening remarks are often
thought-provoking, as Simmons discusses the topic from all angles. Often, he provides his own
thoughts and opinions on the topic. These discussions are well-thought out and concise.
After the open, Simmons will interview a guest. Like the other top-rated sports podcasts,
these guests are not limited to the sports world. Simmons has an interesting interviewing style
that distinguishes him from the other top-rated podcast hosts. Because Simmons is a successful
entrepreneur in his own right, he speaks to successful individuals like a peer. This is an
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interesting difference compared to his contemporaries. There are times in other podcasts where
you can tell the host and guest are on different levels in the conversation. With Simmons, he
always meets the guests exactly where they are, while maintaining mutual respect.
After the interviews, he concludes his shows with a recurring segment. There are times
where other recurring segments come before the guest interview, however, these segments are
always consistent and present within the podcast episode. He also brings guests on for these
segments, which is another distinguishing characteristic of his podcast. For example, one
segment, Million Dollar Picks with Peter Schrager, focuses on sports gambling picks for the
upcoming week. Another segment, Parent Corner, is a segment about raising kids, where stories
and advice are discussed. Segments such as these typically round out the show.
Personality & Tone
Simmons has a bit of a different tone than the other two top-rated sports podcasts. When
listening to his podcast, you get the feel that he has more of an authoritative tone. This is not
necessarily a negative characteristic; he simply comes across as surer of himself than the hosts of
other top-rated podcasts. He can be slightly dismissive at times, deferring to his own opinion,
however he will equally demonstrate a sense of humility.
It is interesting because when listening to Simmons for the first time through, you cannot
really detect any authoritative diction. He does not have a strong, dictatorial voice or delivery at
all. However, when reviewing the transcripts, the phrasing does stick out and it can come across
less malleable than the other top-rated hosts.
Simmons seems to operate with an autonomy unique to himself. Whether it is plugging
other podcasts in his networks, or speaking to guests as a peer, his delivery is different than those
of the other hosts in the top-rated podcasts. A general thought this research found was that when
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listening to The Ryen Russillo Podcast or Pardon My Take, the listener feels a part of the
experience. It feels like a shared experience – whether that is the tone of the host, or segments
that invite audience participation, it is an interesting finding. When listening to Simmons, the
listener perspective feels slightly different, where the host is leading the show and the listener is
a secondary consideration from a participatory perspective. Informationally, all the top-rated
podcasts are thorough and prioritize providing to the listener. An expanded version of this
thought will be found in Chapter 5: Recommendations for Future Research.
Mid-Rated Podcast #1: Bussin’ with the Boys
Bussin’ with the Boys is hosted by Will Compton and Taylor Lewan, who are each NFL
players, respectively. Will Compton is currently a free agent, while Taylor Lewan is still active
on the Tennessee Titans roster. Bussin’ with the Boys is a podcast that is produced by Barstool
Sports. Following the trend of New Media – or sports media that comes straight from the athlete
– Compton and Lewan offer a unique glimpse by providing specific stories and exploits from
their time in the NFL. These experiences are as intimate as they are entertaining (Apple
Podcasts, 2021)
Podcast Structure
Figure 4: Content Structures: Bussin’ with the Boys
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Host Dynamic
Bussin’ with the Boys is a medium-ranked podcast and the lack of consistency within
content structures may contribute to the ranking at the time of this research. Similar to the
Barstool Sports podcast Pardon My Take, Bussin’ with the Boys embraces a lack of formality in
their production. Will Compton and Taylor Lewan are NFL players who decided to start their
own podcast together. Although they do not have formal media backgrounds, their relatable and
candid conversations make them an endearing duo, which has resonated with their growing
audience.
The hosts typically begin the show riffing about different stories unfolding in the sports
world. As NFL players, they are typically more engaged when it comes to NFL topics, but they
do discuss other professional sports as well. Unlike the top-ranked sports podcasts, they do not
have introductory music. At the beginning of each episode, the noise of a bus door opening
plays, as they record the podcasts from a bus located in a warehouse. Sometimes they quickly
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review the subject of the episode, but this is not always present. As displayed above, the
overview is inconsistent and the opening segment is also present, but there is no clear structure.
When it comes to guest segments, they are not present in every episode, but they are
present in most. Compared to the top-rated podcasts, Bussin’ with the Boys does not have the
same range of guests from a variety of industries. They are typically NFL-related guests and are
mostly fellow or former NFL players. However, like Pardon My Take, the informal interviews
are usually pretty insightful as you get to see their guests in a comfortable setting talking to
Compton and Lewan, who they have a preexisting relationship.
Lastly, they will end with a segment called Tier Talk. Tier Talk is where they rank
anything based on three different tiers in order of excellence and they all vote on it. This can be
anything from cereal, to pizzas, to greatest feelings.
Personality & Tone
The unstructured nature of their conversations – although inconsistent from a contentstructure standpoint – can be endearing. There is no doubt that Compton and Lewan are authentic
in what they say. This can be an advantage when building a relationship with the audience. With
that said, podcasts with an informal tone such as Pardon My Take can do this in a way to where
their content is at least organized in a manner that is consistent from episode to episode.
Another aspect of this podcast that reflects the personality and tone is the production
setting. Unlike any other setting in this research, this podcast is recorded from a bus. The bus sits
in a warehouse, and it is outfitted to where it can be used as a podcast studio. It is also decked
out with sports memorabilia, giving the setting a man-cave component. In most cases when they
have a guest, they travel to be interviewed on the bus.
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The personality and tone of the podcast is largely humorous. However, Compton and
Lewan have insights and personal contacts that traditional sports media members simply do not
have or cannot access. This podcast builds a sense of camaraderie, and the hosts make you feel
like you are a part of the experience. They show you behind the curtain of the NFL locker room
and discuss what their experiences were like, showing the audience that they are not as different
as they may have thought. The personability of the hosts is entertaining, informative, and the
energy is infectious.
Mid-Rated Podcast #2: SVPod
SVPod is a podcast hosted by Scott Van Pelt, a popular SportsCenter anchor and ESPN
radio host. This podcast airs weekly and it includes commentary and long-form interviews from
Van Pelt. It also includes expansions from his “One Big Thing” segment that airs on
SportsCenter. Stanford Steve also accompanies Van Pelt on the podcast, offering additional
commentary (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Podcast Structure
Figure 5: Content Structures: SVPod
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Host Dynamic
Scott Van Pelt is the host and he begins the podcast as the introductory music dies down
by welcoming on Stanford Steve and reviewing some salient sports topics. A clear rundown of
the show is present in some instances, but it is not thorough or consistent. The opening segment
is often relating to something specific, as opposed to a broad overview of the complete sports
landscape.
Guest interviews do occur on the podcast, but they are not present in every episode. In
episodes where there are no guests, it is basically Van Pelt and Stanford Steve holding a casual
conversation about a specific topic. During these conversations, it is not uncommon for them to
tell stories or relate things to their personal lives.
When concluding the show, they sometimes conclude with a segment, but this is not a
consistent practice. It should be noted that these episodes are far shorter than many of the
podcasts sampled within this research. These episodes range from 35-55 minutes.
Personality & Tone
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Van Pelt is generally regarded as one of the most well-liked personalities in sports media.
He has been a staple on ESPN and SportsCenter for more than twenty years. His personality is
warm and welcoming, with a sense of humor that is entertaining as well. However, the
characteristic that shines through is his compassion. He is a sports media personality who
understands the gravity of their platform and often shines the light on those who deserve it the
most. His One Big Thing segment on SportsCenter often provides attention to stories that are
sentimental in nature. He is the perfect mouthpiece for these stories and this sort of sensitivity
seems to permeate each production he is involved in.
This podcast is no different. The audience gets the same Scott Van Pelt they have come
to know. However, the podcast is a less formal version, where he discusses subjects with his
friend, Stanford Steve. Although the episodes are short, the audience still gets more of Van Pelt
in a less formal setting. Similar to Bill Simmons, Van Pelt does not necessarily need to podcast
to further his professional career, but it does allow him to maintain a presence in a relatively new
medium, while allowing the audience to access content on their own schedules. This is
particularly important, as Van Pelt’s show since 2015 has been the midnight edition of
SportsCenter.
Mid-Rated Podcast #3: The BIG Podcast with Shaq
The BIG Podcast with Shaq is a podcast by Shaquille O’Neal, Spice Adams, and
Nischelle Turner. This podcast is produced by TNT and serves as a platform for topical debates
where they also welcome on an occasional celebrity. Shaq is a rare athlete whose popularity has
sustained after their playing career is over. He is a personality that has transcended sports and
culture (TNT Drama, 2021). Spice Adams is also a former professional athlete who played 9
seasons in the NFL.
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Podcast Structure
Figure 6: Content Structures: The BIG Podcast with Shaq

Host Dynamic
Although the podcast is named after Shaq, he is not the dominant host of the podcast. The
individual who leads this podcast is Nischelle Turner. Turner has vast experience as a reporter
and entertainment correspondent, most known for being the cohost of Entertainment Tonight
since 2014. Turner’s responsibility is to keep the podcast on track as all three of them discuss the
salient sports topics during each episode. Every episode is shot remotely through a video
conference.
Turner opens each episode by welcoming Shaq and Spice to the show. There is no
overview of the episode or a verbal table of contents. There is also not a pre-planned opening
segment of any kind. Turner opens the show up and Shaq and Spice basically jump into whatever
subject is at the top of their minds. However, everyone on the show is very well engaged in the
world of sports and pop-culture, so they are all aware of the most relevant topics to discuss.
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Shaq and Spice Adams are great at offering the athletes perspective. They both have very
outgoing and entertaining personalities. Each are known for their humor and entertaining styles,
and these qualities shines through during each podcast episode.
When it comes to interviews, all three ask the guest questions. When they do feature
guests, they are typically very diverse. They do not have established, recurring segments, but
Turner always does an effective job of driving the conversation to an organic conclusion.
Personality & Tone
The personality and tone of The BIG Podcast with Shaq is reflective of the hosts. The
podcast is very entertaining and fun-loving, which appears to be the objective. Unlike other
podcasts, this podcast’s chief goal is not to educate the audience. Nor does the podcast demand
audience participation in any way.
It is a very organic production that is led by the hosts personalities, as opposed to a
producers strict set of recurring objectives. This podcast would be a great listen for anyone who
wants to be entertained, without the pressure of needing to retain the information for any other
reason. It would be a great podcast to multi-task to.
The stories told by the hosts, combined with the great chemistry they have for each other
makes this podcast a very natural and easy listening experience. The back-and-forth of the hosts
is like going to dinner with friends you enjoy being around.
Low-Rated Podcast #1: Stanford Steve & The Bear
Stanford Steve & The Bear is a podcast hosted by “Stanford” Steve Coughlin and Chris
“The Bear” Falica. They review sports topics, while emphasizing sports betting. This mostly
comes in the form of college football, but they will also discuss horseracing, as well as the NFL
and NBA (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
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Podcast Structure
Figure 7: Content Structures: Stanford Steve & The Bear

Host Dynamic
Stanford Steve and the Bear are known as ancillary sports media personalities associated
with other shows. Stanford Steve is a segment producer with Scott Van Pelt, along with being a
sports betting commentator. The Bear is known for his sports betting picks on College Gameday.
However, similarly to SVPod, this podcast appears to be geared towards a niche audience.
After the shows introductory theme music, Stanford Steve opens the show discussing a subject
with the Bear. There is no episode overview, nor is there a formal opening segment. The two
hosts basically just converse with each other and riff about whatever they are going to be talking
about. Most of their conversations are gambling related. This is a very heavy college football
podcast, although college basketball, horseracing, and golf also receive a fair share of attention.
The show does not feature guest interviews, nor is there any real effort to steer the
conversations in any direction other than sports betting content. Although they tell stories and
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discuss their personal lives at times, there is no formal segment that they reuse from episode to
episode.
Personality & Tone
Stanford Steve and the Bear are very likeable individuals. However, it is also clear that
they are producing the podcast to discuss what they want to discuss. For this reason, it is a bit of
a niche podcast listening experience. The opportunities to multi-task, for example, would be less
likely in this podcast because it is so content-specific. Anyone listening to this podcast would
probably seek it out due to the specific nature of the content. For this reason, it would provide
opportunities for edutainment.
Low-Rated Podcast #2: The Good Morning Football Podcast
The Good Morning Football Podcast is a podcast hosted by Kay Adams, Peter Schrager,
and Kyle Brandt. The hosts cover everything from the NFL Draft, to training camp, to the start of
the season. This podcast is converted from Good Morning Football show on the NFL network
weekdays at 7AM EST (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Podcast Structure
Figure 8: Content Structures: The Good Morning NFL Podcast
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Host Dynamic
The host dynamic is unique because this is not a standalone podcast. The Good Morning
NFL Podcast is a morning sports television show that is converted into a podcast each day after
the show airs. With that said, Kay Adams, Peter Schrager, and Kyle Brandt do a great job
executing the television show. However, the intimacy and personability of a podcast is lost, as
you can tell from the production of tone of the show that it is made for television.
There is intro music, but it is produced separately from the television show. During each
episode, the hosts sometimes provide an overview, but that is not always the case. It is also
difficult to gage this because there are graphics present in the television production that you do
not see while listening to the podcast. There are instances where these are referenced, but audio
listeners are left in the dark.
There is mostly what appears to be an opening segment, but because it is produced on
television, along with accompanying graphics, these segments can be tough to follow. The
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conversations obviously shift along the show, but they are not easy to anticipate, and the
listening experience can be confusing.
There are times when the show features a guest and other times when they do not. The
television show does not seem to have recurring segments either.
Personality & Tone
The tone is professional and formal. This is a result of the production being geared
towards television. The hosts have a great chemistry and the show flows well, but there is a
palpable difference between a show produced for a television audience and one produced for an
audience only listening to audio.
Due to this fundamental difference, I think the relationship with the audience is less
personal than content produced exclusively for a podcast audience. This impersonality may
impact the number of downloads, which determines the Apple Podcast Rankings. However, the
ranking may also be flawed because most of the audience tunes into the morning television
show.
Low-Rated Podcast #3: The PFF NFL Podcast
The PFF NFL Podcast is a podcast by Steve Palazzolo and Sam Monson. This is a
unique and niche podcast, as the two hosts discuss metrics based on data insights derived from
their proprietary algorithms at Pro Football Focus. Steve and Sam lean on this data to determine
dark horse breakout stars, and teams postured to make surprising runs. These insights provide a
listening experience unlike any other podcast because the talking points are supported by
quantitative data (Apple Podcasts, 2021).
Podcast Structure
Figure 9: Content Structures: The PFF NFL Podcast
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Host Dynamic
Steve Palazzolo and Sam Monson do an effective job at articulating the information they
present. After their introductory music, the host typically provides an overview of the episode,
detailing what information they are set to discuss.
However, after the opening, the consistency of content structures is not duplicated from
episode-to-episode. Sometimes they will have an opening segment and sometimes they will
feature a guest, but sometimes they will not. It is interesting because the hosts are very relatable
and have a good sense of humor and they do include their audience at times with recurring
segments.
One recurring segment is Mailbag, where they answer questions submitted by the
audience. They also refer to and rely on Twitter participation to gather questions or input form
audience members that they integrate into their show.
Personality & Tone
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Palazzolo and Monson are great at communicating their data to a layman audience. The
podcast is heavily reliant on data, so it is possible that the podcast is a little more niche than
others, resulting in a lack of popularity. The data-heavy content may inhibit the ability for
listeners to multitask, for example, since it requires focus to ingest the information. They also
mainly deal with the NFL and the NFL draft, so this may contribute to a lack of popularity as
well.
With that considered, you can tell the hosts enjoy what they do and how they disseminate
the information they gather, which makes it an entertaining listen. Because they are using data to
support their claims, there is opportunities for edutainment.
Results
This qualitative media content analysis generated results that demonstrate a strong
relationship between content structures present within top-rated sports podcasts. Content
structures are parameters within the podcast that were diagnosed through the analysis of each
podcast transcript, respectively.
The medium-rated podcasts included some of the content structures present in the toprated sports podcasts, but either were not consistent in their presentation, or omitted some of
them entirely.
The low-rated podcasts very rarely included any sort of structure within their content.
They were very inconsistent in displaying any of the content structures present in top-rated sports
podcasts. However, the researcher understands that this may be intentional as some podcasts are
designed for niche audiences, as opposed to mass consumption. This will be expanded upon in
Chapter 5.
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However, this qualitative media content analysis demonstrates that adhering to content
structures consistently will contribute to the chance for audiences to achieve gratifications
through consumption. This is because the opportunities for gratifications such as storytelling
transportation, edutainment, multi-tasking, and social engagement/ familiarity, gratifications
outlined by Perks and Tuner (2019), are significantly increased by producing a consistent media
product rooted in content structures.
Figure 10: The Relationship Between Content Structures and Audience Gratifications

Content Structures Facilitating Audience Gratifications
The top-rated sports podcast each share consistencies of structure from one episode to the
next. Each podcast duplicates the structure in their own, respective way. However, not only do
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the top-rated sports podcasts share consistencies of structure within their own respective
productions, but the layout of each top-rated podcast is very similar to one another, sharing many
of the same organizational themes.
For example, each top-rated sports podcast has the following structures within their
episodes on a recurring basis: Episode overview, opening segment, guest segment, and recurring
segments.
Content Structure #1: Episode Overview
Overview of Episode
An episode overview is the immediate dialogue that begins each podcast episode. It
provides the listener with a verbal table of contents – or a roadmap – of the episode. This content
structure allows the listener to know exactly what content to expect. It is very consistent,
recognizable, and offers the gratification of multi-tasking and familiarity to the audience when
done on a consistent basis. Below are examples of the top-rated podcasts within the sample.
Facilitated Gratification: Multi-tasking; Social Engagement & Familiarity
These overview elements may seem insignificant at first, but they provide specific clarity
before each episode, so the audience knows exactly what to expect. Previewing a guest for the
show is a great way to build anticipation with the audience. Whether it is Trent Dilfer, Jimmy
Kimmell, or Bear Grylls, the audience may consciously or unconsciously know that there are
opportunities to hear stories they have never heard, learn something while being entertained, or
perhaps the routine of their favorite show allows them to multi-task. When something significant
occurs, such as the passing of Norm Macdonald, it may offer the podcaster an opportunity to
share a personal anecdote with the audience, making the content more personable. Whatever the
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case may be, it is important for the audience to understand what to expect when selecting media
for their own purposes. Providing an overview of each episode accomplishes this objective.
Episode Overviews: The Ryen Russillo Podcast. The following are examples of
overviews from The Ryen Russillo Podcast:
Week One almost in the books – fired up. We’re going to get to wins that mean
something, wins that may mean nothing. We’re going to do it all with Trent Dilfer and
college football headlines and what it means for conference shuffling. Then we finish
with some Life Advice (Russillo, 2021a, 0:11).
We’re off to a great start – football season, we got my man Scott Van Pelt, who not only
is a close friend, but we know six plus years on the radio side together. We’re going to go
abroad, midweek, with Kevin Clark, Monza, on McLaren weekend, and life advice, so
enjoy (Russillo, 2021b, 0:11).
We got a white-hot intro for you today. I want to talk about the criticism of athletes and
where that is headed because I think we’ve seen a change – and Danny Kanell, college
football, a ton of stuff from him, including the USC job and we have life advice – enjoy
your Friday (Russillo, 2021c, 0:10).
Russillo’s episode overviews are effective because they are nearly identical each time.
The audience knows that the first thing he does at the beginning of each episode is inform them
of what he will discuss, who he will interview, and that the episode ends with his recurring,
concluding segment, Life Advice. This allows the listener to anticipate opportunities where they
may be able to multi-task. It also provides familiarity from episode-to-episode, as the overview is
the first piece of information they receive at the beginning of each episode.
Episode Overviews: Pardon My Take. The following are examples of overviews from
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Pardon My Take:
On today's Pardon My Take, football is back – Week One full recap, we're doing every
single game. We're going to talk about everything – we've got fastest two minutes to start.
We got a little Football Guy of The Week has returned – Billy's going to have that for us.
We have a little college football, a little Who's Back of The Week – An awesome,
awesome show for you. Football is back, get excited (Katz, 2021a, 0:00).
On today’s Pardon My Take, we have Carmelo Anthony, Hall of Famer – future Hall of
Famer – American hero in studio for an hour. Awesome, awesome interview. We all
walked away from being like (expletive), that was awesome. That was very cool.
Carmelo was very cool to talk to and yet we got into everything. So we have Carmelo
Anthony, it's a Monday Night Football cleanup – a great Monday Night Football game,
some college football talk that we missed on Monday, Hot Seat, Cool Throne, and Guys
on Chicks (Katz, 2021b, 0:00).
On Today's Pardon My Take, we have a two-fer for the people. Daniel Ricciardo fresh
off of his win, he guaranteed that he'd be back on the show after he wins another race.
Well guess what? It happened. He's back on the show. We also have Bear Grylls –
awesome interview with him. We have NFL Week Two preview. We have Fyre Fest, we
have Fantasy (expletive) (Katz, 2021c, 0:00).
Katz does an effective job at laying out the overview of each episode. Similar to The
Ryen Russillo Podcast, the episode overview is similar and duplicable in structure each time. Kaz
provides who the podcast will interview and also discusses the recurring segments that will be
featured in the episode. Unlike The Ryen Russillo Podcast, their segments may vary, however,
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they are always included. This is familiar to the audience, and it also allows the opportunity to
know what content is coming in the episode, providing opportunities to multi-task.
Episode Overviews: The Bill Simmons Podcast. The following are examples of
overviews from The Bill Simmons Podcast:
First Episode Overview. Coming up, the Cuz and I are going to break down Week One
and then we’re going to invite our cousin Jimmy Kimmel on to talk about his new ’86
Mets documentary that he did with Sal, as well as he’s going to do Parent’s Corner with
us, so this is action-packed. Let’s bring on Pearl Jam (Simmons, 2021a, 1:31).
Second Episode Overview. Coming up, Million Dollar Picks with Peter Schrager. Brian
Curtis talking about the Manny brothers, and a little Craig Horlbeck at the end talking
about Fantasy Football. So it’s a good, all-football podcast. That’s next… first… Pearl
Jam (Simmons, 2021c, 1:17).
Similar to The Ryen Russillo Podcast and Pardon My Take, Simmons provides a brief
overview of the episode, while stating the recurring segments. Although the segments may not be
at the end of his overview like the other two podcasts, he does include them. This allows the
audience to know what to anticipate for each episode. He also ends each overview by leading it
into his introductory music, which features the band Pearl Jam.
Content Structure #2: Opening Segment
The top-rated sports podcasts also review the topical events of the sports world. This
discussion typically covers news and updates that have occurred between episodes with an
opening segment. Reviewing the most salient sports topics of the day between episodes is
important because it allows the audience to know that the podcast is coming from a place of
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relevance. When dealing with active content, it is important to stay current on the latest news in
the world of sports.
Facilitated Gratification: Storytelling Transportation; Edutainment
It is important to review the current situation within the world of sports because it
demonstrates that the podcast knows what is relevant and what needs to be discussed. By
reviewing the most salient stories, it also allows the podcast to provide its own unique
perspective, which is what much of the audience is tuning in to hear. When discussing these
salient stories, chances are the audience may already know what is coming. For example, many
of these episodes analyzed discussed Week One of the NFL season. Although they are aware –
and would still be aware – that the NFL season has commenced without a podcast telling them, it
still offers them opportunities to hear a fresh perspective on the events that transpired. When you
combine these with impending interviews, the audience knows they may learn something new,
hear stories, or be entertained in some way.
Opening Segment: The Ryen Russillo Podcast. The following is the beginning of an
opening by Russillo, where he begins to discuss the NFL season opening after the pandemic:
I don't know what it was about this weekend, but I was just so excited. You know, look
everybody with the NFL starting off, it was just kind of one of those moments where like,
hey, things can be pretty great sometimes. You sit around – and I think the NFL part of
this storyline-wise is really deep. And that's kind of where I want to start… (Russillo,
2021, 0:29).
The opening of this segment is a reflection on the NFL season beginning after the strict
lockdowns that occurred due to COVID during the previous season (NFL, 2020). This opening
segment allows for storytelling and edutainment because Russillo ties together an experience we
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all shared with the commencing of the NFL season. He takes the opportunity not just to discuss
the beginning of the NFL season, but describing it in a way that the listeners can relate to. He
makes the opening segment personable, which can engage the audience emotionally.
Opening Segment: The Bill Simmons Podcast. The following is an opening segment
from The Bill Simmons Podcast:
The Norm news hit today and had no idea it was coming – and he’s just one of my
favorites. I tweeted, I never do RIP tweets, I hate RIP tweets, I don’t tweet that much, I
just tweet links to podcasts, you know, very rarely, a Boston sports tweet. I try to stay off
Twitter for the most part, but that was a rare one where I had to go on and put an RIP. I
don’t know if he was the funniest person, but he was definitely one who made me laugh
the hardest. And I'm one of those people that it's kind of hard to make me laugh hard. If
you really get me, you're going to get me, but it takes a special type of person. And Norm
just (expletive) killed me from day one. From the moment he came on Weekend Update
and started doing those deadpan jokes with the three seconds too long stares and the
Kenny G Christmas album. Happy Birthday Jesus, I hope you like crap. Just a million of
those and you know the show is suffering a little bit – they're kind of between eras and
Norm for about a year and a half there was – the guy kind of the really the biggest reason
to watch the show. It's weird to think that he was carrying a show that had Sandler and
Farley and all those guys on it, but it just wasn't a great SNL year. And then he would
come on and he would just absolutely kill it. And you know, I still I still think he is my
personal favorite of anyone who hosted The Weekend Update. I'm not saying is the best,
I think you know some people would say Dennis Miller, some people would say Chevy
Chase, some people would say Tina, Jimmy, you can go on and on – Seth Meyers was
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unbelievable at it. But just for me personally, Norm absolutely killed me and just had so
many good ones. Ironically, I just showed my kid Dirty Work. Four weeks ago, my son
Ben – he had never seen it – somehow he's been getting into comedies and put it on and
he was just dying. And he was like, Why didn't you ever show me this before? It's so
inappropriate, is everything I want. And I was like, I don't know. That's on me. That's a
bad job by me. But we just – I just really, really, really, really enjoyed three decades of
Norm. So I wanted to bring my friend Daniel, who I've known for almost 20 years and
who worked with Norm really closely on multiple projects, but wanted him to come on
and talk about it (Simmons, 2021, 1:48).
This opening segment is a very effective opening from Simmons because he reflects on
the passing of Norm Macdonald by drawing on personal experiences and discussing the
memories he had of Macdonald. This evokes the gratifications of storytelling transportation and
edutainment by providing a personable anecdote in a way that is relatable to the audience.
Although Norm Macdonald is outside of the sports-world, he was still relevant within the world
of pop-culture. This crossover in subject matter is a strength of The Bill Simmons Podcast. This
sort of crossover is not unique among the top-rated sports podcasts and contributes to the
opportunities audience members have to gain gratifications.
Content Structure #3: Guest Segment(s)
One of the more significant content structures of top-rated sports podcasts is the inclusion
of guest interviews. Each top-rated sports podcast always features an interview – or a featured
guest – within the episode. Some top-rated sports podcasts even have multiple guests in one
episode. These features are a content staple in top-rated sports podcasts.
Facilitated Gratification: Storytelling Transportation; Edutainment; Multi-tasking
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Guest interviews are a vital content structure of successful sports podcasts. Guest
interviews are a powerful content structure that allow for a guest to tell stories, contributing to
the audience gratification of storytelling transportation, but guest interviews also allows for the
reciprocity of audience interest. For example, Pardon My Take interviewed Bear Grylls. It is
possible that there is a mutual benefit between both parties to conduct the interview. Bear Grylls
gets to come on a sports podcast and talk about what he is doing in his career, while promoting a
show, etc. While Pardon My Take may mutually benefit from Grylls’ audience tuning into the
show, where they may not normally receive members of that audience. The cross-pollination
opportunities of having guests on the podcast is a very valuable aspect of podcast production.
Additionally, opportunities for the audience gratification of edutainment are increased by having
guests on the podcast.
Guest Interview: The Ryen Russillo Podcast. The following is an example of Russillo
interviewing Trent Dilfer, after asking Dilfer how he thinks Aaron Rodgers’ attitude could be
impacting the Green Bay Packers. Here is Dilfer’s response:
I totally agree. That's kind of why I talked about like the energy in the building like, yeah,
if you're in that building, and you have that perspective, then you're questioning a little
bit, it's sucking, it's robbing you of some positive juju, like you want good vibes? Well,
there's people just like you in that building. They might be management, they might be
senior management, they might be in the football operations. They might be in business
ops, they might be the equipment manager, it might be the wide receiver might be the left
tackle and they're going wait a second, why isn't he just letting this go. Like we'd all feel
better. If this just went away. I also think I've learned a very valuable lesson on
leadership in the last 12 months, really last few years that I didn't really know as, as a
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player, as a parent, and even in my time at ESPN, and that's one of the jobs of the leader,
that guy that everybody's looking at, is to make sure little things don't become big things
big things don't become giant things (Russillo, 2021a, 17:02)).
This insight from Dilfer demonstrates how a guest segment can evoke storytelling
transportation, edutainment, and potentially multi-tasking. Because Dilfer is a former NFL
quarterback himself, he can provide inside information on how the Green Bay organization and
players are reacting to Aaron Rodgers. This is value that Russillo, alone, cannot provide, as he is
not a former NFL player. This inside information is valuable to the listener because it provides
the perspective that nobody outside of the NFL would know. This is both entertaining and
informative.
Guest Interview: Pardon My Take. The following answer is from Bear Grylls, when he
was asked about his new show that was about to premier:
Well, it's been really fun today, you know, we've kind of thought of this format for a
while. But the truth is the technology hasn't really been there before and Netflix who
were really encouraging – from the early days of Men Versus Wild – when we first did
this as episodes last year. And I remember making this and they were kind of saying you
know, we are literally building this plane as we're in the air. You know, we're, we're
figuring it out on the go. But it's always for me felt like the next evolution of survival
adventure rather than just kind of watching somebody or you know, people do this stuff,
you're actually kind of involved in the decision making. And it's kind of like, you know,
we had Man Versus Wild which was kind of me on my own. Then we've had Running
Wild where we get to take some of these you know, Hollywood guys these kind of often
survival rookies into the wild. But the next evolution was always that kind of sense of
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let's take you the viewer with me and you are you are, you know, with me on this
journey, you're in charge (Katz, 2021c, 1:22:42).
This is a great exchange because it allows Grylls to elaborate on his new showing coming
out, which provides the audience both information and entertainment as he describes the show.
Grylls is a well-known adventurer for his show Man vs Wild. As the interview progresses, he
discusses stories about his past experiences, which evokes storytelling transportation. In the
quote above, he discusses the process of how the idea of the new show, from its inception to
becoming a reality. It serves as a fascinating, inside-look at how he continues to produce shows
and where those ideas come from. One aspect of the new show that the listeners may find
entertaining is that the audience gets to choose what he does next, as an interactive viewing
experience.
Content Structure #4: Recurring Segments
Another essential content structure found within successful sports podcasts is the
presence of recurring segments. These segments can vary in scope, but the idea is to have
replicable segments that is always familiar to the audience.
Facilitated Gratification: Storytelling Transportation; Edutainment; Social Engagement &
Familiarity
The content structure of recurring segments is a great way to build social engagement and
familiarity within an audience. For example, Ryen Russillo’s Life Advice segment is a recurring,
concluding segment of his podcast. This segment includes him reading emails submitted by those
in the audience seeking his advice on certain matters. This increases social engagement because
it allows members of the audience to reach directly out to Russillo, where he may or may not
answer their question on an episode. Million Dollar Picks with Peter Schrager is a segment
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where Bill Simmons discusses gambling picks with Peter Schrager. This allows the podcast to
offer gambling picks to those listening in. Pardon My Take, similarly to The Ryen Russillo
Podcast, directly engages with their audience as well. For example, Football Guy of the Week is
a segment where Pardon My Take nominates several people who have done something that
warrants them a “Football Guy”. This is typically something blue-collar, gritty, and sometimes
indirectly entertaining. However, after the segment, they post the names on Twitter, where they
post a Twitter poll, and it gives the audience a chance to vote on Football Guy of the Week. Guys
on Chicks is another segment they conduct, where they read questions from their female
audience members and then provide a guy’s perspective. It’s typically done tongue-in-cheek
because the answers are absurd, but it is part of the sports parody bit that has made that podcast
so popular.
Recurring Segments: The Ryen Russillo Podcast. The following is Russillo reading an
email submission for his recurring segment titled, Life Advice. The emailer is asking for advice
on what to do for his long-time friend when they met up and went out in Las Vegas with their
wives:
David clearly had other plans for how he wanted this night to go, and I don't really have
any other explanation for his motives other than he really wanted to piss off his wife. He
kept making up bets that were unlikely to hit going back to the ATM for more cash and
seemed unfazed by his wife's pleading with him to stop. At one point he was telling me
how much he hates his gambling. After she made a scene at the blackjack table when he
lost another chunk of change, he seemed amused by it despite me trying to not give his
antics, any oxygen, he was also giving some not-so-subtle commentary on other women,
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other female casino patrons in front of his wife just got wasted. It was really weird
situation for us to be in (Russillo, 2021b, 1:13:24).
Life Advice is a great segment because it involves audience interaction, and it also
discusses practical problems that people go through. This provides social familiarity and
engagement. This segment also provides opportunities for storytelling and edutainment because
in most cases, the audience can relate to the dilemmas being experienced by the emailers.
Russillo ends every single podcast with this segment, and it is a staple of his podcast.
Recurring Segments: Pardon My Take. The following is an example of the recurring
segment titled, Who’s Back of the Week, which discusses something happening, or somebody
back in the news who hasn’t been news-worthy in a while.
My Who’s Back is Conor McGregor. He was at the VMAs tonight in Brooklyn, so that's
the important thing to note. Something about Conor McGregor in the Barclays Center just
gets him all hot and bothered. He got in a fight with a Machine Gun Kelly. It was a video
of him taking a full, like, cup of Pepsi or drink and just throwing it at him, but in the
process hitting all the photographers and security people around them. No one knows
what they're talking, you know, fighting about… but Conor McGregor's back talking to
Machine Gun Kelly (Katz, 2021a, 1:44:12).
Pardon My Take has a variety of recurring segments that are rotated from episode-toepisode. However, they use the same segments on a week-to-week basis, so the audience remains
familiar with the content. Who’s Back of the Week typically highlights an occurrence in sports,
pop-culture, or sometimes their personal lives. The diversity of it is entertaining and these
segments are usually laden with humor. This provides opportunities for the hosts to tell stories,
as they usually explain how they arrived at their respective choice. It is also an effective way to
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be entertaining since these answers are usually relatable to the audience. For example, many who
are engaged to sports and pop-culture remember the odd occurrence of Conor McGregor getting
into a fight on the red carpet with Machine Gun Kelly.
Recurring Segments: The Bill Simmons Podcast. The following is an example of
Million Dollar Picks with Peter Schrager, a recurring segment on The Bill Simmons Podcast:
We’re throwing them down to +1.5. we get +120 odds on that one. Then last, but not
least, our underdog parlay of the week. Dolphins, Panthers. Dolphins +156. Panthers
+160 against the Saints, Dolphins playing the Bills. Both have to win. We’re playing with
house money. We won six underdog parlays last week when we hit on six to one. So
we’re putting $33k on this at +565. Dolphins, Panthers. So to recap, Pats, Cards $500k,
+116. Pats, Chiefs, $200k, +113. Sprinkles – Eagles +3, $100k. Cowboys Over. Patriots
seven-point tease, $100k, +120. And then, Dolphins, Panthers $33k, +565 (Simmons,
2021c, 1:27:04).
The main point of this segment is to discuss sports gambling picks each week. Simmons
typically discusses – what he posits – are optimal bets going into each week of the NFL season.
This segment is mostly popular with sports-betting enthusiasts, as Simmons and Schrager go
back-and-forth exchanging why certain picks are attractive, while others are not. This segment
occurs each week, so it is familiar to the audience. They also try to discuss certain inside
information, which can make the audience feel like they are in on it – or betting with the sharps.
Although this does not necessarily have direct audience engagement, it is a very specific type of
content discussion, which listeners of the podcast probably find valuable becomes it combines
general interest with niche interest.
Summary
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This qualitative media content analysis of sports podcasting production identified a
central concept distinguishing top-rated podcasts from low-rated podcasts from a production
perspective. This central concept is the presence of and consistent application of these content
structures. The presence of four content structures seems to be essential elements found in toprated sports podcasting. Episode overview, an opening segment, guest segments, and recurring
segments episode-to-episode. These four content structures seem to facilitate core audience
gratifications. These main gratifications are storytelling transportation, edutainment, multitasking, and social engagement/ familiarity. In top-rated sports podcast, the presence of content
structures that facilitate opportunities for audience gratifications are easily identified and present
episode-to-episode. For the medium-rated sports podcasts, some of the content structures are
present, but not all of them. Nor are they present with the same consistency as the top-rated
sports podcasts. The low-rated sports podcasts are far less defined across the board. They do not
have any content structures, or if they do, they are present with little or no consistency. These
may be a result of the podcasts attempting to reach a more niche audience. Thus, with medium
and low-rated sports podcasts, the opportunities for their audiences to receive gratifications are
far less than podcasts that include the content structures on a consistent basis.
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Chapter 5

Chapter One summarized relevant background information on the Uses and Gratifications
Theory and its modern applicability within this research of sports podcast consumption. Chapter
One also provides information on how this research is grounded in the sociopsychological
tradition.
Chapter Two comprehensively analyzes salient background literature on the theory and
the podcasting medium. Chapter Two details the progression of podcasting as a medium. Chapter
Two also provides statistics and historical trends of the medium, as well as further information
explaining the foundational theory and tradition utilized within the research.
Chapter Three reviewed the methodological approach of this qualitative content analysis.
It justifies this research approach, as well as reviewing the research questions. Chapter Three
also explains the data collection and analysis procedures before a section reviewing the
reliability of the methodology.
Chapter Four provides information on the research sample, explains outliers within the
sample, and details aspects of each podcast across all three category designations. The three
categories of the sample are high-rated, medium-rated, and low-rated sports podcasts. Chapter
Four analyzes the host dynamic, the personality, and the tone of each podcast. The Chapter then
reviews the presence of content structures of the podcasts while explaining how they facilitate
audience gratification.
Chapter Five summarizes the findings and provides a comprehensive discussion of the
research. This Chapter will also discuss implications for the research, delimitations, limitations,
and recommendations for future research. A final section will summarize the Chapter, expanding
on the implications of the research.
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Summary of Findings
The summary of findings will be provided through the prism of the guiding research
questions.
RQ1: What are the common themes of top-rated sports podcasts?
The consistent presence of four central content structures was the distinctive theme of the
top-rated sports podcasts that were inconsistently present in mid and low-rated podcasts. The
four content structures include (1) an episode overview, (2) an opening segment, (3) a guest
segment, and (4) at least one recurring segment.
The Ryen Russillo Show
Each episode of The Ryen Russillo Podcast is structured in the same way. Russillo opens
the show with a brief overview of the episode, in which he discusses precisely what topics he
will be discussing and whom he is interviewing, and then concludes the overview with the
segment that ends each episode, Life Advice.
Pardon My Take
At the beginning of each analyzed episodes of Pardon My Take, the host, Dan Katz,
always provides an overview of the episode. The overview includes the content of the opening
segment, the guest(s) they will be interviewing, and which recurring segments they will include
which conclude the show. Pardon My Take includes two hosts, Dan "Big Cat" Katz, and Eric
Solenberger, who is referred to as the pseudonym "PFT Commenter". Although Katz narrates the
episode overview and begins the guest interviews, both hosts collaborate throughout each
episode. Another different aspect is that they have a variety of recurring segments. So, although
they may not be the same from episode-to-episode, they are always present.
The Bill Simmons Podcast
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Each episode of The Bill Simmons Podcast also includes an episode overview. However,
his overviews tend to be after he promotes other podcasts he is affiliated with and sometimes
after a brief monologue where he discusses a salient sports topic. During the overview, he talks
about who is being interviewed on the podcast and which recurring segment will be included.
Each episode of The Bill Simmons Podcast is like Pardon My Take, where the order of the timing
and the specific segments may vary, but the content structures are always present.
RQ2: What content structures are most consistent in top-rated sports podcasts?
Four content structures were found to be consistently present in all top-rated sports
podcasts. The content structures include an episode overview, an opening segment, a guest
segment or interview, and at least one recurring segment.
Top-Rated Sports Podcasts
All three top-rated sports podcasts included every content structure in every single
episode, without exception. Although the order of the content structures and the specific content
may vary, they were consistently present in The Ryen Russillo Podcast, Pardon My Take, and
The Bill Simmons Podcast.
Figure 17

Medium-Rated Sports Podcasts
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Conversely, the medium-rated podcasts varied regarding the inclusion of content
structures. For example, Bussin’ with the Boys consistently included the content structures of an
opening segment and a recurring segment. However, the presence of an episode overview and
guest segment was inconsistent. The episodes of SVPod were also inconsistent regarding the
presence of content structures. Van Pelt always included an opening segment, but the presence of
episode overviews and a guest segment were inconsistent. Recurring segments were also never
included in any of the episodes. The final medium-rated podcast in this sample was The BIG
Podcast with Shaq. None of the content structures were present except for guest segments. The
medium-rated podcasts all included at least one content structure consistently.
Figure 18

Low-Rated Sports Podcasts
The low-rated sports podcasts included Stanford Steve & The Bear, The Good Morning
NFL Podcast, and The PFF NFL Podcast. None of these podcasts included the consistent
presence of a single top-rated podcast structure. Stanford Steve & The Bear did not include any
podcast structure in any episode. The PFF NFL Podcast inconsistently included all top-rated
podcast content structures at least once. The Good Morning NFL Podcast inconsistently used
three of the four content structures, failing to include a recurring segment. However, no single
podcast structure was consistent in every episode.
Figure 19
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RQ3: What structural differences are present between the highest-rated sports podcasts to the
lowest-rated sports podcasts?
An essential difference between the top-rated and low-rated sports podcasts is the
consistent use of content structures from episode to episode. In the top-rated podcasts, there is
clear structural consistency between each episode. The consistent presence of these content
structures provides structural continuity in every production.
Although the order of each content structure may vary, each of the nine top-rated podcast
episodes always included (1) an overview of the episode, (2) an opening segment, (3) a guest
segment, and (4) recurring segments unique to the show. Each analyzed episode of top-rated
podcasts seemed to follow a formula to include each content structure in the show’s production
flow.
Conversely, each of the analyzed episodes of low-rated sports podcasts either does not
include content structures or is too inconsistently present to be effective or reliable. For example,
one of the more essential content structures commonly omitted in low-rated podcasts is the guest
segment or interview. The omission of this content structure, consequently, misses the
opportunity to provide content that elicits audience gratification of storytelling, edutainment, and
opportunities for multi-tasking.
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Due to the inconsistent inclusion of content structures in low-rated sports podcasts, the
audience cannot rely on these podcasts to fulfill their needs for gratification.
RQ4: What content should a sports podcast producer include in their podcast to sustain or
increase content consumption?
The findings in this research can provide content recommendations for structuring a
podcast production. The research reveals four recommended content structures: an episode
overview, an opening segment, a guest segment or interview, and at least one recurring segment.
The consistent presence of these content structures is found in all the top-rated sports podcasts.
This research shows that the consistent presence of podcast structures allows the audience to be
familiar with the content, always knowing what to expect from a structural perspective. This
relationship of listener familiarity is made possible because of the structural continuity of each
episode. The opportunities for the audience to gain gratifications are increased with the presence
of content structures. The four content structures consistent in all top-rated sports podcasts
include an episode overview, an opening segment, a guest segment or interview, and at least one
recurring segment.
Episode Overview
The first recommendation is to provide consistent content in a structured, duplicable
manner. An episode overview allows the podcast to explain the contents of the episode. An
episode overview benefits the podcast producer because it is a very simple content structure that
can be duplicated for each episode. It also provides the opportunity to build a sense of familiarity
with the audience. An episode overview is beneficial to the listener, as it allows them to quickly
orient themselves with the upcoming content of the episode.
Opening Segment
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The inclusion of an opening segment is important to the producer because this is where
the podcast typically sets the tone for the rest of the episode. The opening segment allows the
host to discuss a sports topic – or a series of topics – to begin the episode. In most instances, this
includes the host’s opinion on a topic, or it can include a general discussion on the salient sports
topics of the day. Whatever the subject matter might be, the opening segment is important for the
audience because it sets the stage for the rest of the episode. In the top-rated sports podcasts, the
host typically includes a guest that applies to the opening segment, which promotes further
structural and thematic continuity.
Interviews
Basing recommendations from this research, it is essential to feature guests on each
podcast episode. This content structure is vital for a variety of reasons. The practice of including
a guest segment is beneficial to the producer from a production perspective because it allows for
there to be a back-and-forth dialogue with the guest, as opposed to the host speaking the entire
time. Having a guest segment is also beneficial from a consumption perspective, due to
opportunities of exposure. For example, when Pardon My Take interviewed Bear Grylls, it
provided an opportunity for Pardon My Take fans to learn more about Bear Grylls. Conversely,
it also allows for those who enjoy Bear Grylls to tune into Pardon My Take. This benefits the
audience because although a guest segment is a repeatable content structure, the guest offers a
new voice on the podcast each episode. This dynamic allows for more opportunities for the
gratifications of storytelling transportation, edutainment, multi-tasking, and social engagement.
Recurring Segment(s)
Recurring segments are an integral content structure, providing the audience with familiar
and recurring content. The audience knows what to expect regarding these segments, which is
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beneficial when satisfying the gratifications they seek. It also benefits the podcast because it
allows the producer to include replicable content that they can duplicate consistently.
However, with this considered, this research cannot guarantee that the presence of
content structures leads to increased podcast consumption. Further audience-centric research
would have to be conducted to gauge whether consistent opportunities to receive gratifications
lead to increased podcast consumption.
Discussion
Podcasting and Uses and Gratifications Theory
The Uses and Gratification Theory attempts to understand how individuals make their
respective media selections (Katz et al., 1973). The prevailing assumption of this theory is that
the audience actively seeks out the media they consume. The Uses and Gratification Theory
views the audience as a catalyst for understanding media preferences.
The research findings from this study provide clarity to the original assumptions of the
Uses and Gratification Theory because the research demonstrates the connections between
audience gratifications and sports podcast rankings. These findings confirm that individuals seek
out certain types of media to fulfill certain gratifications (Katz et al., 1973). Podcasting is unique,
as it is a medium individual must seek to consume. For this reason, this research promotes the
theoretical implications of the Uses and Gratification Theory.
Podcast Contributions
Current research on podcasting as a medium is not extensive. Research into audience
gratifications derived from podcasting, consequently, contributes to the field of communications.
With that considered, this research approached audience gratifications from a novel perspective.
Instead of focusing on data derived from podcast consumption, this qualitative media content
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analysis focused on podcast production to discover content structures that connect to audience
uses and gratifications.
This research presumed that top-rated podcasts, for example, included certain content that
generated the consumption reflected by their respective rankings. By analyzing podcast
transcripts, specific structural trends appeared in the top-rated podcasts. Once these content
structures were identified and analyzed thoroughly, the research examined medium-rated and
lower-rated podcasts to see if the content structures were present and consistent at the same rate
as the top-rated podcasts.
Content Structures
Identifying the common content structures among top-rated sports podcasts extends the
Uses and Gratification research by connecting the use of systematic content structures of toprated sports podcasts to key gratifications found in previous literature. These themes were
storytelling transportation, edutainment, multi-tasking, and social engagement (Perks & Turner,
2019). From a production perspective, these themes can be identified. However, the research was
necessary to diagnose where these themes were likely to occur within the podcasts and what
audience needs they satisfy. Within this analysis, it became clear that content structures were the
vehicle that delivered opportunities for these themes—for example, providing an episode
overview allowed for the opportunities for the gratifications of multi-tasking and social
engagement, and familiarity. Opening segments allowed for the gratifications of storytelling
transportation and edutainment to emerge. Guest segments and interviews provided storytelling
transportation, edutainment, and multi-tasking opportunities. Lastly, the content structure of
recurring segments allowed opportunities for storytelling transportation, edutainment, multitasking, and social engagement and familiarity.
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The Ryen Russillo Podcast used the same basic overview content structure for every
podcast. Russillo always details the subject of the episode, whom he is interviewing, and then
concludes the opening by telling the audience he will conclude the episode with the recurring
segment, Life Advice.
An example of an opening segment providing storytelling transportation and edutainment
was during The Bill Simmons Podcast when he delivered a monologue about the passing of
comedian Norm Macdonald. He told a story about how he and his father used to love
Macdonald, then talked about how he then watched Macdonald with his son. He discussed his
affinity for the late comedian while detailing Macdonald's career. This story-laden, personal
reflection supports the gratifications of edutainment. This reflection educates the audience on
Macdonald's career while also being entertained by Simmons’ anecdote. Additionally, through
this same story-driven element, the audience is transported to the situations Simmons describes,
and the element builds familiarity between the host and the audience since they now “share”
these memories with Simmons.
When Pardon My Take interviewed Bear Grylls, the content structure provided listeners
with the opportunities to experience the gratifications of storytelling transportation and
edutainment. Grylls discussed his new show that was coming out titled, You vs. Wild, while also
walking through his career up to that point. He discussed his shows Man Versus Wild, as well as
Running Wild, and talked about how his new show came to fruition.
When it comes to recurring segments, The Ryen Russillo Podcast always concludes the
show with the segment Life Advice. This segment ends every episode without exception. Due to
the repetition of these segments, Life Advice evokes the gratification of social engagement and
familiarity. The consistency of the segment builds familiarity while answering audience-
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submitted emails provides the gratification of social engagement. During these segments, it is
common for Russillo to draw on his experience and tell stories that provide his thought process
and advice to the audience member's questions.
Podcast Tone
In Chapter 4, this research analyzed the personality and tone of each podcast. This
analysis is important because it provides an interpretation of how each podcast communicates its
content to the audience. The interpretations help explain the relationship between the host and
the listeners, providing information on how similar topical sports information can be
communicated successfully using a variety of different methods.
For example, the presence of humor is consistent among the top-rated podcasts. As
presented in Chapter 4, Pardon My Take is predominantly humorous, as the show essentially
began as an ESPN parody. The Ryen Russillo Podcast utilizes humor intermittently throughout
the show, despite the show being more serious in nature. The Bill Simmons Podcast is more
analytical and information-centric and very rarely leans on its humor to drive the show.
Among the top-rated podcasts, there was a difference in tone between The Ryen Russillo
Show, Pardon My Take, and The Bill Simmons Podcast. The two former podcasts were very
light, self-deprecating, and utilized humor and an engaging interview style. They also worked to
engage with their audiences using different segments. Conversely, The Bill Simmons Podcast had
a bit of a different tone. Although it was more serious and even authoritative in nature, the show
was still ranked as a top-rated podcast.
Despite the shows varying tones and distinctive styles, they are all successful at
communicating topical sports content in their own respective way. As top-ranked sports
podcasts, The Ryen Russillo Podcast, Pardon My Take, and The Bill Simmons Podcast
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consistently utilize the same content structures, which foster and facilitate key user gratifications
of storytelling transportation, edutainment, multi-tasking, and social engagement and familiarity.
Niche Podcast Content
The top-rated sports podcasts strive to deliver topical sports content for mass appeal. The
Ryen Russillo Podcast, Pardon My Take, and The Bill Simmons Podcast is not confined to a
single sport or limited by a subject within a specific sport. However, other podcasts within this
research sample may have such limitations. For example, The Big Podcast with Shaq is a
medium-rated podcast that stars former NBA Champion and Hall of Famer Shaquille O'Neal.
O'Neal is known for his basketball expertise, so analyzing a podcast during the first week of the
NFL season may not provide the content that general sports fans seek during that timeframe.
Alternatively, The PFF NFL Podcast is another excellent example of a podcast that may fall into
the niche category. They are entirely confined to NFL content and use data metrics as the show's
focal point. Due to the seasonality of the content, The PFF NFL Podcast Apple Podcast Ranking
is likely disproportionately popular during the time frame this research was conducted, which
was the start of the 2021 NFL regular season.
Outliers
After analyzing all 15 podcasts, totaling 45 episodes, it became clear that the Apple
Podcast rankings could be manipulated by how the shows publish their content. Specific
podcasts practice episode parsing, where they will take an entire podcast episode and publish a
single episode into two or three different segments independently of each other.
For example, one episode of The Ryen Russillo Podcast is typically between an hour and
a half and two hours. An episode of The Dan Le Batard Show with Stugotz averages a similar
length, but when they post their podcast, they parse a single episode into three separate,
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downloadable selections. This impacts the number of downloads because if an individual seeks
out and listens to the entire Ryen Russillo Podcast, it only counts as one download. However, if
an individual listens to an entire episode of The Dan Le Batard Show with Stugotz, they must
click each parsed episode, which would count as three separate downloads for a single episode.
For this reason, the following podcasts were not considered in the primary analysis of this
research.
Top-Rated Podcasts Eliminated from Primary Analysis
The top-rated podcasts considered outliers in primary research analysis due to episode
parsing include The Dan LeBatard Show with Stugotz and The Pat McAfee Show 2.0.
Medium-Rated Podcasts Eliminated from Primary Analysis
The medium-rated podcasts considered outliers in primary research analysis due to
episode parsing include The Keyshawn, JWill, and Max Show and The Odd Couple with Chris
Broussard and Rob Parker.
Low-Rated Podcasts Eliminated from Primary Analysis
The low-rated podcasts considered outliers in primary research analysis due to episode
parsing include The Jim Rome Show and Two Pros and a Cup of Joe.
Implications
Theoretical
The theoretical implication of this research includes an extension of the Uses and
Gratifications Theory through a comprehensive examination of podcasting as a medium from a
production perspective. Uses and Gratifications research must evolve as technological innovation
continues. With the proliferation of digital media, research must be dedicated to the evolving
landscape, which can shift from the consumer to the producer of content (Krcmar & Strizhakova,
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2009). This research answers previous calls by researchers to extend Uses and Gratifications
research into the digital realm. Specifically, this research also builds on previous research to
uncover content structures that might be included in a podcast's production strategy to meet the
audience's needs. Researching the medium of podcasting is valuable because it is a medium
where consumers not only consume content but are able to create it as well. Podcasts can be
created without the incursion of gatekeepers found in the more traditional mediums.
This qualitative media content analysis investigated podcast content to discover if any
trends were present that would indicate a provocation of gratifications for the consumer. The
distinguishing characteristics of content structures may not have been identified if the top-rated
sports podcasts were not contrasted with the medium and low-rated sports podcasts. The
identification of content structures in podcasts is valuable because they produce opportunities for
the presence of audience gratifications. This holds theoretical significance for the field of
communications because it demonstrates that the gratifications the audience seeks are more
likely to be found in consistent, structured podcast content than inconsistent or unstructured
podcast content.
Practical
The practical consequences of this research generate actionable insights for podcast
producers. Sports podcast producers will benefit from these research findings by implementing
the content structures of episode overview, opening segment, guest segment, and at least one
recurring segment to meet the audience's needs. Sports podcast producers can take this research
and audit their productions to see which content structures their podcasts currently include and if
they are included consistently. Further research may indicate that any podcast that deals with
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current events, genre notwithstanding, may be able to duplicate similar success with the
implementation of content structures.
Regarding sports podcasts, the inclusion of consistently-used content structures leads to a
podcast with more opportunities to produce audience gratifications. Any sports podcast can
implement these components to produce a podcast more likely to provoke such gratifications.
Delimitations and Limitations
Delimitations
This research included several delimitations, which refined the scope of the research to
specific boundaries. These boundaries include genre, sample size, podcast rankings, and time
frame.
Genre
An effort was made to ensure the scope of this qualitative content media analysis was
refined to a particular podcast genre: sports. The sports genre was chosen for two different
reasons. The first reason is that it is among the most popular genres. The second reason is that
the sports genre is dominated by podcasts that are produced consistently, as the genre is a
current-events genre. This research wanted to focus on a popular, current-events genre because it
would ensure that the genre is relevant throughout the year.
Determining the Sample
It was determined that the original sample would include fifteen total podcasts across
three categories based on Apple Podcast Rankings. Apple Podcasts provides a ranking for each
genre of up to 200 episodes. This research category included top-ranked podcasts or podcasts
ranked consistently in the top ten for a period of time. Medium-ranked podcasts, which included
podcasts ranked consistently between 95-105, and low-rated podcasts, ranging between 190-200.
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Professional Standard. The research sample all needed to have similar foundations of
professionalism. Each podcast sampled includes individuals established in the world of sports
media. It was essential to include that as a foundational variable so that there were no outliers of
amateur podcasts mixed with more professional podcasts with notable sports media personalities.
Apple Rankings. Using the Apple Podcast rankings as the determinant authority on
podcast rankings is a delimitation of the research. Other platforms could be used, but the
researcher determined that the Apple Podcast application was the best authority for rankings
among available platforms.
The fluidity of the Apple Podcast Rankings is also a delimitation. The fluidity of rankings
is why there was a range of ten to determine a final sample of five. The Apple Podcast Rankings
are fluid and are constantly updating and changing. Over several weeks, sports podcasts were
identified that fit the respective ranking ranges, and ultimately the final fifteen were determined.
Refining the Sample. The sample was further refined as the research was being executed
due to certain podcast practices that could potentially manipulate podcast rankings. Two
podcasts in each category rank parsed their episodes into three separate episodes. For this reason,
the findings derived from the podcasts that participated in episode parsing were not included in
the primary analysis. The practice of episode parsing manipulates the Apple Podcast Rankings
and consequently had to be eliminated from the primary research analysis to ensure the data
derived was consistent.
Timeframe
The timeframe of the sample is also a delimitation of the research. For the purpose of
refining this research and ensuring the samples' consistency, the episodes analyzed were
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confined to the same timeframe. This timeframe was Week 1 of the 2021-2022 NFL regular
season.
Limitations
This research has several limitations, including the number of episodes per podcast
analyzed, the timeframe of the podcasts analyzed, the loyalty of prior audiences, and repurposed
media.
Episode Sample
The number of episodes analyzed was limited to three episodes per podcast. This is a
limitation of the research because the research must be limited in some capacity for efficient
analysis. With that considered, the podcast sample was broad, including 15 total podcasts.
However, it was determined that more than a single episode should be analyzed, so the number
of episodes analyzed per podcast was three during the same timeframe. Some trends may not
have been observable after only analyzing three episodes in a confined timeframe.
Seasonal Impact on Sports Topics
The timeframe of the podcast episodes was confined to Week 1 of the NFL season. This
proves to be a limitation because some podcasts, from a topical perspective, may not be NFLcontent heavy as others. Due to this limitation, specific production trends, content structures, or
sport-specific recurring segments may not be observable within this confined timeframe.
Other limitations were not considered until each podcast was analyzed. A core
assumption of this research is that the top-ranked podcasts earned their rankings through their
consistency of production and tone. However, after the podcasts that parsed episodes became
outliers in the sample, concerns grew when considering other ways the rankings could be
impacted outside the factors analyzed in the study.
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Loyalty of Prior Audiences
One such factor that could impact podcast rankings is the presence of prior audiences.
For example, Ryen Russillo and Bill Simmons were well-known and notable sports personalities
at ESPN before they started podcasting. Their following from ESPN may continue to impact
their popularity as podcasters.
Repurposed Media
Repurposed media was also a limitation of the research because this method of
podcasting was not considered. Repurposed media refers to taking one form of media and
making it consumable as a podcast.
For example, the Good Morning NFL Podcast is an adaptation of the morning sports
show on ESPN. The producers take the morning show and convert it into an audio format
available on all podcast platforms.
Recommendations for Future Research
Other Genres
While this qualitative content analysis of sports podcasts has uncovered key content
structures that foster and facilitate listener gratifications, it is unclear if the content structures are
easily transferred to other podcast genres. Thus, future research should investigate if the results
could be duplicated with other genres. Other genres include Comedy, News, and True Crime.
Unlike Comedy and True Crime, however, the genre of Sports and News are more likely to
disseminate current-event or active content.
In this research, it was clear there was an immediacy to the podcast episodes that may not
be present in other genres where content is more passive than active. For example, a sports
podcast released three times per week is not as binge-able as a 10-part True Crime podcast about
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a specific serial killer. News and sports are continuously being updated by the day, so the shelflife of dynamic content may be far shorter. However, static or passive content in genres such as
Comedy and True Crime may have different content structures because the consumption of the
episodes does not need to be immediate for their audiences to enjoy them.
Active Content vs Passive Content
A media content analysis should be examined in future research to distinguish content
structures or opportunities for audience gratifications in different types of podcast content.
Active content, such as Sports and News, may have different content structures than genres like
Comedy and True Crime.
Content Structures in Other Digital Media
This research focused on content structures in active content sports podcasts. However,
the concept of content structures is probably not limited to podcasting when it comes to
gratification research. Other forms of digital media, such as streaming services, maybe using
content structures to promote opportunities for audience gratification. Further research could be
dedicated to platforms such as YouTube TV, Netflix, Amazon Prime, as well as live-streaming
gaming platforms such as Twitch. Moreover, perhaps the ads running on these platforms could
be analyzed. Streaming services have different methods of disseminating ads. Some, such as
YouTube, may offer a ten-second clip with an option to skip it. Other platforms, such as
Paramount +, may run three 30-second ads concurrently without the option of opting out.
Perhaps different strategies could be investigated based on a perceived audience preference.
Cybernetic Tradition
Another opportunity for future research is conducting research through the cybernetic
tradition. Communication in the cybernetic tradition is theorized as information processing,
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which helps explain how complex systems function and malfunction (Craig, 1999). This research
would focus more on the systems and structures of communication as well as the way ratings and
recommendations might be influenced by segment parsing.
Audience Tone Preference
Further research could be warranted to explore how audience members chose their
podcasts based on tone. The Ryen Russillo Podcast and Pardon My Take have a more engaging
tone where the audience feels they are along for the ride. The Bill Simmons Podcast is a podcast
where the listener is being led.
Although the tones for each respective podcast can vary, they are all effective in their
productions because the content falls within the consistent content structures included in their
podcasts. Further research using a quantitative method may shed light on how the dynamic of
audience tone preference exists by coding different tones and analyzing the results.
Niche Podcasting
Further research should be analyzed to investigate podcasts that focus on niche subjects.
For example, episodes of the mid-rated podcast, The PFF NFL Podcast (which focuses heavily
on the NFL), included some of the same content structures as top-rated sports podcasts. Although
they were not as consistent as the top-ranked counterparts, The PFF NFL Podcast was consistent
in its content, the hosts were engaging and warm, and it was an entertaining listen.
While it appeared that the inconsistent application of key content structures hurt the
ratings of the PFF NFL Podcast, further research may reveal that the niche subject may be the
limiting factor.
Volume of information Disseminated Through Audio
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The volume of information collected and analyzed was a final takeaway from this
research. It became clear that an audio format can communicate information in an expedited
manner when compared to plain text data. For example, a twenty-minute interview could exceed
forty pages of plain text. What is a more effective method of communicating information, audio
or plain text? Further information could be dedicated to investigating this phenomenon in remote
education, audiobook consumption, or audio advertisements.
Summary
The most significant takeaway of this research is that the opportunities for gratifications
exist within content structures. Gratification research has been mostly examined from a
consumption perspective, where individuals are polled and interviewed. This qualitative media
content analysis demonstrates how producers of podcasts can build content that best provokes
opportunities for gratifications that the audience can seek. The other significant takeaway is
specific to the medium of podcasting. In current events content or sports podcasting in this
research, the opportunities for the audience to receive gratifications exist if suitable content
structures exist. The consistent inclusion of these podcast structures is crucial to providing
opportunities to meet audience needs.
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